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Protesters demand unionization
Union organizerspush to include Xav!er's cafeteria workers, cite Sodexho Marriott's unwillingness to talk to unions
BY CHRISSEY ZAUMS

appropriate' to talk with the on the condition of anonymity claim Sodexho
union."
More than 50 student protestDan Yaeger, general manager Marriott mandates what
. ers, five local workers' rights of Xavier's Sodexho Marriott workers can speak
committees, and union members food services, was unavailable for about while at work.
"One worker I talked
gathered· outside the Cintas C~n comment.
Mother Jones magazine's to said it's 50150. Half
ter during Saturday's Xavier vs.
· Temple game to p~cket against Sept./Oct. 2000 issue reported .of the workers are unSodexho Marriott, Xavier's food Sodexho's parent company is the 'h appy and. the othecs
largest shareholder in Co_rrec- are either scared to lose
service employer.
Xavier students partnered with tions Corporation of America, their jobs and don't
Hotel Employees & Restaurant owner of for-profit prisons as voice their opinion or.
Employees Union (H.E.R.E) Lo- well as food services.
just
don't · care,"
"The people that work in .the said
senior Terry
cal 12, an AFL-CIO union in the
food service [at Xavier] want to McCafferty.
protest.
"We're out here standing in negotiate· a contract and the
"They have other
solidarity with the workers," said Marriott people will not sit down complaints about befreshman Patrick Cooper.
with them," .said Carolyn Park, a hind the scenes student
On Feb. 8, union organizer mern'ber of the Central Labor services as well," he
Ryan Nissim-Sabat asked Council in Cincinnati.
said.
Sodexho Marriott to have "ap"They want to form union
John Goodman of
NEWSWIRE P,HOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
propriate representatives at the here so that they can have a seat Iron Workers Local 372
at the table and bargain for work- felt Xavier should be Over 50 protesters assembled last Saturday to urge Sodexho Marriott to
table for an open meeting."
· allow Xavier's cafeteria workers to join a uni.on.
According. to Nissim-Sabat, ing conditions, wages and health expected to stand up for
its employees. He asked; "What to this company, they should sup- test] is going on," said game atSodexho Marriott did not accept and safety," said Park.
According
to
Local
12,
Xavier
happened
to the golden rule? The port the standards of the Church tendee John Marrone.
the. invitation.
Information passed out at the workers have been shown anti- golden rule s·ays, 'Do unto others and not just look out for their
Although Nissim-Sabat is not
necessarily concerned · with·
protest stated: "Even after Xavier union videos, have had manda- as you would° have them, do unto own interest."
"I went to a Jesuit university Xavier's ethical function as a Jehas outlined workers' rights on iory closed:-door meetings de- you.' Seems like in this case; the .
campus an·d urged them to. find nouncing th_e .~11ion ·and h~:ve .. : golden-rul'e is Tve got the gold and i.l Jesuit high school .and suit. university, he warned
construc;tive means to move the been monitored while speaking to so I make the rules,' and we think what's going on here is inconsisdialogue ··.forward, Sodexho · students and faculty on the job. that's wrong and we think that ... tent with the Bible and Catholic
See Protest, page 3
Marriott responded that it was 'in- In addition, workers who spoke [since] Xavier gave its business doctrine, so I'm glad this [proGuest Writer

a

One ticket vies ·ror.SGA executive positions
·'

For the 2001-2002 Student
Government Association's (SGA)
executive election, students will
only have one choice next week.
"We are not tai\ing this for
granted," said presidential candidate· Mark Mallett. "[Campaigning] is one of the only times that
we will be able to express our
ideas and vision for the students."·
The election is Tuesday, Feb.
20 through Wednesday, Feb. 21.
Mallett's ticket includes junior Natosha Cuyler-Sherman for
Legislative Vice President (LVP)
and sophomore Michael McBride
for Administrative Vice President
(AVP).
Commenting on the lack of
competition for the executive
position, Mallett cites the number
of freshman SGA members.
"SGA is young," said Mallett,
"and SGA is where most of the
executive candidates come
from."
Mallett's ticket will be the only

names printed on the ballots, but.
all SGA ballots have an option for
write-in candidates. Students
writing in candidates must write
names and executive positions.
"We want a high voter turnout
like the last elections," said
Cuyler-Sherman.
"The experience of our ticket
is our strength and [that it] cov' ers all branches of SGA," she said.
Mallett, an economics major, ·is
this year's LVP and was a senator
for two years. Cuyler-Sherman,
a political science major, has been
a senator for three years and ran
. last year as a candidate for LVP.
McBride, an accounting major in
the Honors Program, has been a
SAC member for two years.
"I want to work with the students so that the student voice
will be equal to that of the administration, which it isn't now," said
McBride.
The ticket's five-point plat- ·
form focuses on improving student life while the campus is without a university center.
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Speaker addresses jus. ·tice,. Jesuit education

Xavier 'corporation'
alienates student rights
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Increased student access
to the Cintas Center and extending late-night dining are
two priorities for next year.
"We want to make the
Cintas Center a more studentfriendly facility," said Mallett.
Mallett and his team had a
meeting with Xavier President Rev. Michael Graham,
S.J., to talk about their proposals.
"We didn't want to promise anything that we couldn't
provide," said Mallett.
According to Mallett, the
ticket is working on putting
H f
URTE Y F THE NDIDATE
big-screen TVs ·in all student
Michael McBride, Mark Mallett and Natosha Cuyler-Sherman (left
lounges of the residence halls
to right) comprise the sole ticket for SGA executive elections this
and purchasing new exercise
year. Voting takes place Feb. 20-21.
equipment for the O'Connor
Sports Center.
bring different qualities to the po- Nieporte lounge i'n CBA from
Promoting diversity by pro- sitions," said Mallett. "The past noon to 2 p.m_.; O'Connor Sports
moting an increase in minority executives have built a relation- Center lobby from 2 p.m. to 4:30
faculty and administration and ship with the administration that p.m~; and Main Dining Room in
increasing SGA funding for-. mi- we need to continue."
the Cintas Center from 4:30 p.m.
nority .student activities is also a
The polling times for both to 7 p.m: ·
days are as follows: Alter Hall
priority.
"The executives each year lobby from 8 a.m. to noon;

PAGE 8

SPORTS:
Women hit 20-win mark
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DIVERSIONS:
'Life in Hell' this week
PAGE 17
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Zen Master
visiting XU
Zen Master, Fukushima Roshi
weill give a Zen talk on "Wisdom
and Emptiness" at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday; Feb. 17 in Albers 103.
There will be a question and answer session to follow. The lecture is free.
There will be a Zen retreat on
campus on Saturday, Feb. 17 at 9
a.m. until Sunday, Feb. 18 at
noon. Reservations for the re. treat/workshop can. be made at
Faculty Services in Hinkle Hall.
The Zen Master will also
present a Japanese calligraphy
'demonstration on Monday, Feb.
· 19, from 11 a.m. until noon in
room 168C in the Cohen Center.
The demonstration is free and
open to the public.

Crosstown
Help-Out
Xavier students are invited to
participate in the fourth annual
Crosstown Help-Out on Saturday,
Feb. 17. · Students are asked to
come together and volunteer their
time cleaning and repairing local area schools. The event begins at 8 a.m. and lasts until 3 p.m. ·
All those participating are invited to a party afterwards and a
chance to wi.n two ti.ckets to next
year's Crosstown Shootout. Call
the Alumni Office at 745-3333
with any questions.

Need a dinner
date? ·
SAC is sponsoring a Cinema
Grill ·outing on Friday, Feb. 16.
The movie is free. Stildents will
pay for their dinners. Sign-ups
will be at the Information Desk
in Nieporte Lounge from Feb. 14
through 16. The buses will leave
Buenger Circle at5:15 p.m. There
is space for 40 students. For more
information, call SAC at 7453534.

Lead, don't follow
Applications are now avaHable for the Peer Leadership Team
for next year. Students may pick
up applications in the Peer Leadership Team office, located in
O'Connor Sports Center. The
deadline for applications is
March 14. Call 745-3662 with
questions.

Pies, PLEASE!
If you h&:ve any exciting, fun,
interesting or crazy pictures
please submit them to The
Newswire for Double Exposure.
You can drop them off at the Publications House, 'or mail them to
ML 2129.

trip
BY JENNIFER MCKNIGHT
Contrib11ti11g Writer
There is stf11 room for students
interested in studying in London
this summer with Xavier's Summer
Honors program at the University
of North London. ·
"[The trip] was a good opportunity to travel to places you've never
seen before. I have always wanted
to go to London," said junior
Catherine Wilkins who went on the
.
:
.
.
.
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
program last year..
Rev. Paul Locatelli, S.J.,president of Santa.Clara University, spoke to the Xavier community
This year's program is open to
about the importance of justice in Jesuit education last Sunday.
·
all students interested and will cost
$2,800.
The program runs for a month,
from July 3 to Aug. 3. The classes
include both an English seminar
and a philosophy seminar. Students
who atte.nd will stay in private
rooms at the University_ of North
BY MELISSA MOSKO
as welL Santa Clara's Students for
London.
Asst. Campus News Editor
Social Justice had a large influEarly morning classes leave free
Rev. Paul Locatelli, S.J, president
ence in dropping a contract with
time that can be used for
of Santa Clara University in CaliNike due to unfair labor and sweatsightseeing.
fornia, spoke about social and ecoshop practices.
· Besides the two classes, the pronomic justice in Jesuit education to
"Our· society is nested in our
gram includes tours of the Tower of
an audience of students, faculty and
economy," he continued, "but we
London, Wes.tminster Abby,
administration this. past Sunday.
/ need to change that; our economy
Warwick Castle, Stonehendge and
Locatelli stressed the importance
should be nested in our society."
Bath. The students will also receive
of service learning to a Jesuit edu-Rev. Paul Locatelli, S.J., Locatelli believes this paradigm a motor coach tour of London and a
cation. "Service learning is not
shift would lessen many of the
president of Santa Clara economic and: social .burdens of performance by the. Royal
volunteerism, community service,
Shakespeare Company.
University the poor.
internship or res~arch," he said. "It
Students will have free time to
is learning from the poor, the disadSanta Clara and in the world.'
Santa Clara's professional revisit other places.
vantaged and abused, not about Locatelli,. ~poke ab~ut the . search program is consistent with
Lodging, classes and activities
them."
interconnectedness of our society the Jesuit vision as well. Student
are included in the program's price,
"People who do all the .thinking · and its impact on our world views. . and faculty researchers look at isbut airfare and meals are extra. Stunever act, and those doing all the "Globalization offers us fertile sues such as ecology, pollution,
dents wishing to attend should s.ubacting· never think," Locatelli said,
ground for the university to teach nuclear weapons and human
mit ·a $100 deposittoMrs. Darleen
quoting a colleague of Dorothy Day.
and learn," he said. "When we ex- rights ..
FriCkman in Hinkle 318 as soon as
"Service learning develops students amfoe justice in a global society it
· "There are many examples of
possible. Call .Frickman for more
and faculty who have a greater 'unforges a new link between the per- injustice in the world from which
information at 745-2009.
derstanding of their moral and civil
son and the world."
we can study justice," Locatelli
responsibilities," he said. "We have
. Locatelli's justice mission be- ·:said. "Our test is whether we conthe opportunity to educate a new . gins with s.anta Clara's policies and sider the suffering in today's
generation of policy makers."
practices.··"[The administration] ex- world as a progress or a probl~m."
Locatelli believes the modern
amines all university contracts be"There are 190;000Jesui~ stujustice issues. have changed Jesuit fore we sign," he said. "If the cor- dents in the world. There are three
education. "It' s not a!Jout books
porations are involved in actions million poqr and disenfrananymore, it's about learning to Jive that contradict the Jesuit vision of chised," he said.
in solidarity with the real world, a competence, conscience and comLocatelli urged faculty, staff,
real world with real problems."
passion, we don't endorse them."
administration and students to
As president for over· 10 years,
Locatelli invites his student ac- carry out the Jesuit vision to the
he has seen many changes, both at tion groups to examine contracts rest of the World.

Santa Clara president speaks
on service learning, justice
"w:e have the

opportunity to
educate a new
generatio,n ofpolicy
makers."

Police Notes

Mond~y,

Feb. 11, 12:36 a.m. While Campus Police we.re conducting a patrol on the 900 block
Friday, Feb. 9, 4 p.m. - Cam- of Marion Avenue, someone threw
pus Police cited two non-students an object at the police vehicle out
for soliciting without a vender's li- of a second-story balcony window.
cense in front of Brockman Hall and Campus Police approached the resiBellarmine Chapel. The suspects dence and the owners denied the
were escorted off campus and cited . allegations.
for trespassing.

Friday, Feb. 9, 4:20 p.m. - A
student reported his watch was
taken out of his locker while showering in the student men's locker
room in O'Connor Sports Center.
The locker was unlocked.

Monday, Feb. 11, 2:40 a.m. Campus Police responded to a disturbance on the fourth floor of
Husman Hall. Several bulletin
boards were found removed from
the walls and there was scattered

paper debris on the floor. Several
students were identified and will
face internal sanctions.

Tuesday, Feb.. 13, 1: 15 a.m. Campus Police observed two non
students fighting and arguing in
front of Buschmann Hall. The
subjects proceeded with the domestic argument for at least two
blocks. Cincinnati Police took
the subjects into custody.

.... · ; ,

. .Tlt1irs~Jy~ Feb. ~' 10 a.m:
-AXa\'J~r ~111J'.lloyee reported
$4000 w.orth ofje>,Velry taken
from her possession in the
wol1leri'sfockerroom~. On Sunday, F~b. U atld p.q{., the errt'ployeenotifiec!Catn(Jus·Police
that'shehadrecovered.~ermiss"
ingj~w~lfr\n th~ poqk~tQ~ her
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'SUITING' UP FOR BLUES NIGHT

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARAH RICHTER

Dr. E. Paul Colella's band, the Cheap Suits, played Habitat for Humanity's Blues Night last
Friday in the Armory. The concert raised money for the club and its upcoming projects.
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"Bologna conquers all,"
by Melissa Currence·

Bologna (if you're in Austrialia, Devin), The Newswire's toy zebra is featured here
··
·
outside the Publications House. . .
Submit p~otos on campus to "Double Xposure Photo Forum," ML 2129 or drop
them off at the Publications House, 3739 Ledgewood Ave.

/':

corpo-

campaign to tell Sodexho Marriott
it can't be things as usual," said
Nissim-Sabat.
As reported in the Sept./Oct.
2000 issue of Mother Jones, students at State University of New
York Albany were featured protesting Sodexho Marriott for its health
and labor record. There are almost
30 other protests against the company nationwide.

Namasre

~~!~j ·~:;:~~~r happy with the [fac-

"I think Xavier has up ti.II now
called on Sodexho Marriott to not
intimidate the workers," said Sr.
Monica McClain of the Dominican Sisters of Hope. "However, if
Sodexho Marriott is refusing to
abide by that then I think Xavier
has an ethical issue and they need
to make a decision."
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Around the world this week

•

dem9n'

sirators
Croatia on
. Sunday to prote~t'a;govemment
· investigation of a · former
:Croatian general sµspected ·of
committing
crimes in 1991.
. Thedemonstratorssign~dadec
. laration. c~ling fol'. e.ii,rly et.e~
tioris, immediateanine~ty foiall
•.Croatian_ soldibrs and an end to
· ,cooper~tion_withth.e V~N: Inter~ ..

war

l~ilfsign·.it'.C)uickly as.ther~isa · :._r1~tionai:"c::riminal'tri~t!n*1.fo(

BY SHAUL SHEM-TOV, KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE

A fire rages while smoke billows into the sky following a car bombing in Jerusalem last
Thursday. This was the latest of several violent incidents which have plagued the region for
the last few months. No one was killed in the bombing and only two people were irijured.
Israeli Prime Minister-elect Ariel Sharon has demanded Palestinians
end the violent protests before peace talks between the two sides
resume.
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Pentagon considers options
for recovery of Japanese boat.
BY MICHAEL KILIAN
Chicago Tribune

by the submarine. The boat's
captain, Hisao Onishi, told. investigators that he saw no sign of the
submarine until he heard something hit his vessel.
"The Japanese people are feeling deep distrust," Japanese newspapers quoted Mori as saying. "The
United States Claims rescue was difficult because of high waves, but
that explanation does not satisfy
us."

ing, their families and our friends,
the people of Japan." On Tuesday,
Bush talked on the phone with Mori
for 10 minutes and personally
apologized for the accident.
The wreckage of the Ehime
Maru lies about 1,800 feet below
the surface, . well within the
Navy's search and recovery capabilities.
In 1995, th~Navy retrieved from
3,700 feet deep the remains of the
F-14 Tomcat flown by Lt. Kara
Hultgreen, its first female carrier
· combatfighter pilot, after she was
killed in a crash during landing.
Three crew members, two school
teachers and four teenage boys were
missing from the Ehime Maru. As
vocational students, the boys were
·aboard to examine the lives of
fishermen .

.
.
. , .. . Ccindic'said, "Noracwill n?tlle
WASHINGTON - As the
Child soldiers:from the Deino- . triedl1{cptirt
de.fendi~g-his · search for survivors continued
:c~a. tic- R. ep·µ·b· lt.;c. , of 'the. c. on_ go· . cc)iintifw.hiii~{are'~live !.• /.
off Hawaii, the Pentagon said
cDRC) being heid'at a political and · . ; Iflve~tigatc>rs~beg~;i?~h~~itlg
Monday that it was considering a
;military ,trajning c~p,in. Uganda Norac :.\Vedii~sday/{\;h~ilhe._·. ·deep sea recovery of the Japanese
~since fast year will' be released into ..·,.fail~ to ~pp~~ ~t'~ s?:tir.t. µ,ear~ . • fishing vessel that sank Friday
after a collision with the subma;ihe care of UNICEF,· the. orga~i~a- .. ingbi:t the GO$P.i~. killings .. iAc~
rine USS Greeneville.
; tibn said Friday. .•.
: . . •, .· . cording to' the. ·Cf()at(all'. h~ws
A Navy spokeswoman empha• . Ugapqa army spo,kesperson ··a~~ncf H!NA,_ an ·aricinymo~s-;
sized that no decision had been
..
•.·
· made to proceed with, the rare and
the· United· Natfons visit the· -' brougtit:fo:'Justfo~·, but' is pie~ . expensive procedure, which was
requested by Japanese Prime Min"If is true that we have
ventedfroiri doing soby
soldiers amorig those .w.e are arotfud him.'' ' '. .. : ' ' /
ister Yoshiro Mori amid protests
training in Uganda who are not
·. ·.· .. ·.·• •
· .. ·.· ·. ·· · · ··
that the Greeneville was not only· .
r
o
··a~fo1ts, but the·y are very few," .
c'~pstil¢s at fault but failed to assist the fishing
craft
in
time.
Kat~rima added.
..
.
The Navy did say it will send a
deep-sea, remote-controlled robot
. Student puts
to investigate the ocean floor.
Almost one ~ii1i6~'chiidren
h.av~. been• ·_sa~M •sJ~9'e,:;,t9.?.s
THE AFTERMATH
·.through distri.~uti9#::?f:lii~Ji::.·
COLLISION. AT SEA
Some pe~ple might think that dose: vitamin. A capsules,
On Tuesday, nine of the survivselling their soul is a long and PNICEF said Monday <at the
The accident happened Friday
ing students returned home to Jacomplicated process whi~h re~ 20th .Internatfonal Vitaini_n A.
about 10 miles south of Hawaii's
pan after speaking with U.S. inves. quires lots of postage. NofAdam: . Consultative Group ;Meeting
Diamond Head Point when the 360tigators. Classes resumed at the
Burtle, whose soul has apparently . ·· in.· Hanoi/Ut'IICEJ:l E~ecut,iye_. foot Greeneville attempted a rapid
school, Uwajima Fisheries High
gone digital. · ·
·
.· Direcfor'Carol:Bellam}r;'urged ' surfacing maneuver directly under
School, on Tuesday as students
.. ·The 20-year-old University of.· a renewed:co~fuitffienl'.to·eh-Japanese Prime Minister prayed for their fellow students lost
the 180-foot Ehime Maru.
.Wa~hing!on. student offereo llis': · • sure 'thafchildr~n irl: cou~iiies.
According to reports, the subYoshiro Mori at sea.
souJ for sale 1asfweek on eBay, · prdn_e .t6'~it~in A. deflci~n~y·
marine may have failed to make
The Pentagon and National
stood to coilect$400 until of- are :giveri<biannual:~upJ?Ie.;. ·, required sonar and periscope
Transportation Safety Board have
'ficials at ~Bay cancelect the auc: •ments~ . . • , \,. : '. ·.
.· .
sweeps before performing the rapid
. launched a full-scale investigation
.According to the Coast Guard, of the accident, beginning with an
~ioi:i~ ·. :.:; . . .
.
. . ... •. . . :Bellamy.- a}8-~ c.aJl~d.. ?n
rise from about 400 feet below the
'.·/.Instead of receiving a check UNICEF partners to develbp
surface.
seas were running three to four feet examination of the Greeneville's
o~ hi~ Oi'~~cbandi~e, Burtle re.;. appropriate,· ~trategiei> to pro~
The Coast Guard, which had a at the time, fairly calm for that reach sonar system and talking with its
-~~i\Te~ a ~uspension from the vide_vitamin A for chpdren
helicopter in the area at the time, of the Pacific. The survivors were crew members.
·online ·auctfon house.
who are at risk: ·
was able to dispatch two small boats rescued by a 41-foot Coast Guard
Cmdr. Scott Waddle, the
;.:: Th~ bidding began at 5 cents,
"It is u~acceptable for any
and rescue 26 of the 35 crew mem- utility boat and a smaller Rigid Greeneville's captain, was relieved
and'-for the, most part held steady child to die as a result of defibers and· passengers aboard the Hull Inflatable Boat, both dis- of command and reassigned to
after' Burtie's. former girlfriend ciepcy in .vitamin A when a
Japanese vessel, but nine were patched from the Coast Guard sta- shore duties. The submarine has
placed. a '$6.66 bid. In the high-dose capsule costing
still missing after three days of tion at Honolulu some 20 miles returned to port in Pearl Harbor.
auctfon's finaihour, a woman about 2 cents, given twice a
away.
searching.
::fai~ed the;stak~ by bidding $400. year, can provide adequate
Addressing American troops at
It was feared they were trapped
· Burtl~,said ihe sale was largely protection to a child," Bellamy
below decks on the Ehime Maru, Ft. Stewart, Ga., on Monday,
.a praftk; and that he did it because said.
. ..
when it sank about 10 minutes af- President Bush called for a mohe·was:~re<l~ .·· .. ··
·
ter being struck and broken in half ment of pr.ayer for "those misstf'./
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"The Japanese
peonfe arefeelinO'
deep distrust. The
United States claims
rescue [on Friday]
was difficult because
ofhigh waves, but
that explanation does
not satisJY us. "
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Want to Fight? .Are you.
tough Enough? ORIGINAL
TOUGHMANrWOMAN
.
CONTEST As seen on Fox's
FX Network!! CINCINNATI··
GARDENS. Friday, March
. 16.th and Saturday, March
17th, 8 PM. TO ENTER:
l-800 ~99-TOUGH
www.toughmancontest.com

Do you have a cold?
The Research Office at .Health & Counseling is looking for· you!
,We are seeking p_eople at least 18 years old who have acquired a recent cold with
·':symptoms of congestion, cough, sore throat,· etc.
If you qualify you will remain at the Health Center for 3 hours after· dosing and
complete the study In your room. You will be compensated $115 for the first half of the

study and if you complete the entire course. of the study you will receive an additional
$30; l:>oth to be paid at the completion of the study.

To inquire please call 7115-2873.

CASHIER/

· ShiftMana2er

If your grades don, t smell pretty,
Then the L.A. C. is for you.

x:r~~~~iii~~~

$10.25 - $13.25/Hour
(Including fall benefits)

•

'''''''''''1'''

Xavier University's
Departme,nt ·of Hunian Resources
Diversity Development .

a~d

US: Full benefits that include Major Medical, Dental,

One Weck Vacation after 6 months, Short
and Long Tenn Disability, Paid Sick Days, Personal Days and six National Holidays per year,
Retirement and a 401K Plan. Flexible schedule with a "Can Do" attitude! Thorough training is pro. · vided and career promotion possibilities are possible
YOU: Outstanding Customer Service, Motivation and a ·Commitment to Teamwork and
Perfonnance. Accurate Cash Control, efficient operation of the cash registers system, cleaning and
.stocking merchandise~ Must be able to work between 6am-9pm. High School Diploma or. GED
required. Candidates must be 18 yrs. or older to apply.

Presents a Performance of:

Karen Patterson

,_\ldi is an E'lual Opp11rtunil) Emplo)CI". No tdcphonc calls plcasc/,\ppl) in person.

Cellist andl.ecturer

·Strength of Community Series: .·
"A Progression of African Aa:nerican Music.·
and Culture"

oo

0

I

Monday, February 26; 2001 • 7:00
Bellarm!ne .chapel
·· Xavier Campus

.

p.m~

Hear the musical artistry of cellist Karen Patterson when she presents an entertaining and
educational program titled 0 A Progression of African American Musi.c and Culture."
The program is being present~d as part of the Strength of Community Series sponsored
by Xavier's Department of Human Resources and Diversity Development.
Ms. Patterson draws on poetry, art, dance and Distory to tell the story of African American
culture - how It evolved and how it is reflected through the various musical art forms.
Ms. Patterson began her cello studies in an experimental school at the age of eight. She·
earned an undergraduate degree from Ohio University and a graduate degree from Antioch
International University. Her performances take her around the world to locations such as
Budapest, Hamburg, Rio de Janeiro. Geneva and many regions of the United States

of

This program promises to be very entertaining and exciting and is free
charge
would like to encourage you to bring the entire family ... young and old. ·

We

For further information please. contact Xavier University's Department of Human Resources
and Diversity Development at 745-3632.
·

Off Campus· Student
Housing
Available for the ~001-2002
School Year
All prope_rties short walk to
campus!
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Also: 3,4,5, and 6 bedrooms

Call 604-7152

'.
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AFTER.: FIVE:· MONTHS.· OF REHEARSALS; ~XAVIER'S OPERA WORKSHOP.
. PERFORMERS.ARE.GETTING THEIR VOICES HEARD
. >-

BY ERIN RYAN .
News Features'Editor

They may not be wearing me.tat ..
chest plates or hats with horns, but
that doesn't stop the Xavier Opera
Wor~shop performers from belting
.with the best of them. Since the be'ginning of the school year in Au-·
gust, these 10 students have been
honing their craft
and singing their
scales in preparation
for
this
weekend's upcoming performances of
The Old Maid and
the Thief and Cos{
fan tutte.
Gian-Carlo
Menotti's opera,.
which was originally written for radio in 1939 and was
adapted for the
stage in 1941, centers on Miss Todd, a
lonely and jilted ol.d
maid living alone
with -her house-.

NEWSWIRE PHOTOS BY DEVIN MATHIS

. Above: Laetitia the housekeeper (Katherine Spearman) confronts Bob the beggar (Joshua
Wagoner); above right, Mary Kathleen Koehler and Spearman take the stage; and Wagoner, left,
breaks into song.
·

When Bob, a handsome beggar
looking for his supper, comes to
her door, Miss Todd eagerly invites
.him to stay the night. But when

..

the old maid finds out that the object of her affection. may be a recently escaped convict, she and
Laetitia go to comical - and illegal - extremes to keep him happy
and preserve their own lives.
Cos( fan· tutte, penned by
. Amadeus Mozart in 1790, is the
story of two sisters whose fiances

The Old Maid and the Thief: ··

'..

,,

: slue

I ., :,: :

,

.,

,

•

,,.

v,

· "We learned a great
deal ftbout th.e necessary 'aspects of putting together an op-

The blue cast's performances can era production. Even playing to an
be seen on Saturday, Feb. 17 and empty theater wouldn '.t lessen the
. experience we've gained."
·
Friday, Feb. 23.
Light continued, "But the fact
Desp.ite all their hard work, the
Opera Workshop's performances is, this is a terrific production and
have suffered poor turnout in years it deserves an audience."
past. This year, the performers hope
Tickets can be purchased in adto fill Edgecliff Hall's Long Recital vance in the music department or
Hall with 100 people at each of the at the door on show nights.

go to great lengths to test their love.
Three Workshop performers will be
presenting selections from this Ital,
ian opera each night.
The Opera Workshop will be
performing The Old Maid and the
Thief with rotating casts: the white
cast will perform the opera on Friday, Feb. 16 and Saturday, Feb. 24.

'\

opera's four weekend performances.
Iri their effort, the
students have contacted local papers,
·radio stations and
television stations in
hopes of spreading
the word.
. "Barely anyone
on campus knows ·
about the Opera
Workshop," said artistic director Alison
Acord. "We want everyone to kno:w that
fabulous theater on
this campus ~oesn't
end with the Xavier
Players." "· ·
"Opera Workshop
is definitely worthwhile on its own,"
said junior Abigail
Light, who has
handled the public
relations efforts for
the ·performances.

..

,.

,'~osf fq,r,/\~µn.'e~ ;'_

' ..

White· cast:
cast: ..
Miss Todd .... Mary Kathleen Koehl~r,. senior ·
Miss.Todd .· Catherine S~ott, grady~te: ~t~der-,~ :: ',::.Fior<.fili~f:!~~·i··:~~in. flri~e;. s~ph6more
Laetitia .. . Katherine Spearman, junior : · . · ' . : • . · .. Laetitia ... yalerie Theile, s.enior O :: )Y·3><: ·'i: !';. [)orab,~lla·~ ;'~;:. Kristen. Ingalls, senior •' .•
.Miss Pinkerton . .. Katherine Newman, sophomqre . Miss P!nkerton . '.. Moira Bigane, junior " ; , . .. . .Despin.a .. ~· Moira Bigane, sophomore
Bob .. ~ Joshua Wagone.r, junior <
.· • ·, ·
·
,
Bob ... Joshua Wagoner, junior
Shopkeeper
David Winterhalter, junior
· Shopkeeper ~.. DCJvid \/\fin~~rhalter, junior · ..
'

Directors:
Artistic director: Alison Acord

Musical director: Christina Haan

'

•

'·'

,

•

',.

,

'

"

•

-;

!

Costumes & Makeup: Cathy Magistrelli

'rheater Director:.Norm Tchoz ·
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Gotactiol1? Keeshin's got plenty
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™
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Xavier University Campus Profile

. FROM STUDENT PLAYS TO 'SERVICE
LEARNING, BROOKS KEESHIN·IS. ONE SENIOR TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY
.
.
.

.

.

.

BY THERESA NGUYEN
Contributing Writer

jf the Jesuits were ever in pursuit of a poster child, ihey need
not look any further than
Xavier's ~ery owri Brooks
Keeshin (Ryan to his closer
friends). Not just your· ave.rage
nice guy, this one. Ifhe's passionate about something, he's
involved in it. And naming a key
facet of this university. that he's
not involved in is even more dif.,,
ficult than keeping up with him.
"I strive to make the most of
what I have been given, doing
my best to live simply yet fully. .
Iconsidefmyselfto be a passion- .
ate individual, fortunate to be
bl~~sed with so many possibilities. I'm especially lucky to be
at a university whose missions
invoke many of the same ideals ·
that I'm devoted to," said
Keeshin.
At the top of this list is his
concern for social justice, specifically in regards to Latin
America. Beginning with trips
to Peru in high school and leai:l-

·

Keeshin, above in his office in O'Connor Sports Center, has a secret: He knows who's
headlining at STYUKA ... but he's not telling.

something to do after two years
of being one of Husman Hall's
resident assistants.
Keeshin considers himself to
be a people person and leap~ at
any chance to meet new faces.·
It's even better if it will give
him an opportunity to enhance
his creativity. This is why he is
also currently directing a play
that is a part of the Student
Workshop Plays, to open
March 29. The play, "GUI:
Governing Under the Influence," is a political satire and
was written by senior playwright Matt Wagner.
. Don't forget he's also a student. As a senior, he will be
graduating this upcoming May
with a major in Spanish and two
minors in Natural Sciences and
Montessori Education. Postgraduation plans involve staying in the 'Nati to begin taking
classes at the University of
Cincinnati's School of Medicine in the fall.
You may also wonder as to
what Keeshin does in his lim-

i~ ~~his~~ic~karni~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~d~etime,Ldsju~s~~~

semester in Nicaragua during his
freshman year, a!J intense love for
the Latin American people, their
culture, and -.,. most importantly
- their cause, has arisen.
Even now in his senior year at
Xavier, he and close friend and senior Dan Marschner made time for
a twq-week sojourn to Nicaragua
over Christmas break.

As both president of Voices of
Solidarity (V.0.S.) and vice president of the Xavier Alliance, he and
his club members have taken great
strides to bring about awareness of
social oppression to those on
Xavier's campus.
"Even though awareness is' iil7 .·.
deed important~" Keeshin said, "I
don't want anyone to mistake my

intentions. Being completely indif- balance is something I struggle with
ferent to the plights of others can all the time. Besides, what good are
be just as detrimental as letting the you if you only succeed in burning
cause consume you. I see· both ex- yourself out?" he said.
tremes everyday, and greatly adHis fervor to immerse himself
mire those who are able to forge a into the community here on cambalance of being able to take care pus is just as strong. Last April, he
of yourself and doing what you can was appointed Student Program
to help others.
· Coordinator for Student Services
"Maintaining this precarious (STYUKA planner), giving him

an avid supporter of all co-ed
contact sports.
"God bless co-ed intramural
floor hockey!" he said.

---·--·---,-.,; . -•--c·

Here the members of your friendly Newswire staff share their deepest secrets, greatest
ambitions ... and a few other things they probably should have kept to themselves.
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Making the cut

. FROM THE COURTS TO THE SPORTS PAGE: JOE ANGOLIA AND SEAN O'BRIEN ARE KEEPIN' IT REAL

Doing it Eastwood style_

Coming soon to theaters near you

BY ERIN RYAN

BY ERIN RYAN

News Features Editor

News Features Editor

Junior sports editor Joe Angolia
often wakes up in a sweat. Ever
since Christian Laetner hit the
game-winning shot against Kentucky in the 1992 NCAA Tournament, Angolia just can't get it out
of his head - or his dreams.
But when.he isn't having nocturnal visions of UK's decade-old
tourney bomb, Angolia dreams of
falling: a nightmare that Freud
would say is quite possibly linked
to a teenage trauma. "When I was a
junior in high school we were decorating the gym for the senior prom
and I fell off the rafters onto the
floor, about 20 feet below. I landed
on my feet, but then I just tipped
right over."
Angolia's real embarrassment
about that moment stems from the
fact that his hero-Clint Eastwood
- would never have done something like that. "Man, Clint's just
one of the baddest S.O.B.s who ever
lived," sighed Angolia. "He curses
like a sailor and he's not afraid to
kick someone's ass."

Assistant sports editor Sean
O'Brien, a junior, is just full of ambition. "Well, I'd like to be a Division I basketball coach, but I'd also
love to sing with Eddie Vedder and
Pearl Jam," he said.
"And it would also be great to
go to the Final Four with Duke
University in 2001 and sit on the
bench," he continued. "Of course,
I'd love to play for the Blue Devils,
too."
If O'Brien accomplishes all his
goals, it'll certainly make for a terrific major motion picture, a story
of triumph over adversity that he
intends to entitle "The Procrastinator." He hasn't cut a deal yet, but
he's pretty sure Robin Williams
could do a stellar job as .the lead
character. All that remains to be seen
is how Williams will feel about
playing a guy nicknamed Moose.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Angolia, above, loves "The
Simpsons" and "Southpark:' Oh,
and he loves The Newswire, too.

O'Brien, below, would rather
be watching "The Flintstones:'

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
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Happy Valentine's Day every- campus looks beautiful aJI year round,
body! We here at The Newswire and to help them out, we will plant
have decided to take part in the Valentine's Day rosebushes in their
love fest and give a few hard-. honor.
working members of the Xavier
The R.A.s do such a good job
community a well-deserved val- lookirig after all the crazy kids living
entine.
·in the dorms. You all don't get nearly
What would Valentine's Day enough recognition, so for the holibe without conversation hearts, day, The Newswire gives all the R.A.s
those little candy hearts
a pair of boxers with hearts
with love messages on
on them. Follpwing the unthem? We've picked a
derwear theme, the Comchoice few and handed
mons construction workers
them out to those most
are doing such a good job
deserving of the mesgetting the building up that
sage. To the basketball
we feel they all deserve a
teams - "hot stuff."
brand new pair of long unYou all have been nothing less derwear, with hearts of course. And
than spectacular this year. To the matching hard hats.
staff of ISS, we say "email me"
To the folks at the.Writing Center
- and let us know when the net~ · whci make sure we all get good grades
work is back up. To the Campus ori our papers, we send our best love
Police, we give "chill out." You poetry. The Dorothy Day House spondo your job, and we'll do ours. sors so many activities that help the
To Vince, our beloved omelet less fortunate, they definitely deserve
chef, we say "u r cool." To the to get a valentine. You guys get lots·
shuttle drivers we give "take me," .of Hershey's Plugs and Kisses. And
and to the Cintas Center we say; how could we forget the Skyline cart,
"be mine." No explanation the only place on campus that·stays
open to feed our late-night cravings?
needed.
To Terry Nieman and the rest We give you chocolate-covered cofof the Post Office gang, we com- fee beans to help you stay awake.
mend you. You guys have done
And now for the singing valengreat work this year, and to repay tines. The Newswire is completely
you for your service we volunteer impressed with the Xavier Players,
who keep putting on noteworthy perto deliver all the valentines.
The Health and Counseling formances despite the lack of a perCenter is the place to be when manent theater. We send you a singyou're feeling under the weather. ing valentine from, who else, the
The staff is friendly, the w11it is ~ingers. For the Info Desk, all we
short and the prescriptions are · have to say is, "We just called to say
effective. We send ,YOU guys a big we love you."
box of Valentine's Day candy.
Everybody have a Happy
Physical Plant is always there Valentine's Day, and ifwe overlooked
when you have a stopped up toi- you, we'll send flowers.
let or a leaky sink. They ensure
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Business put above students
About four. years ago, I began
my search to find a college. For
me there wasn't much of a search.
I knew I would attend Xavier University. I remember how my mom
pleaded with me to go to another
school where I would be given a
"free ride." I replied that I was
going to Xavier and that was that.
Why such blind .devotion?
I came
;'f
.
to Xavier not because of monetary
rewards or even for the Jesuit education experience. I came to Xavier
because it seemed to be a community where students were appreci- ·
ated and encouraged.
I also should mention I work at
the Quality Hotel mi Moritgomery ·
Road. As a front desk employee, I
come into contact with quite a few
potential Xavier students. l always
proudly boast to these families
coming to visit Xavier that I too am.
a Muskie. I often answer many
questions for them about the university and try to really sell them
on Xavier as the place to be.
Often the question is asked,
"Well, what separates Xavier from
other universities?" My answer has
faithfully been, "Xavier is a university with heart. It's a place where
you feel you are part of the community, ·where students are generally cared for." I entice the potentials with stories of how now departed philosophy professor Dr.
Robert Miner offered his home as
an alternative for Thanksgiving
dinner for those who couldn't make
it home or how one time when I
was walking down the street, Spanish professor Dr. Mantero offered
to give me a ride anywhere I
needed. These are the occurrences
that have made Xavier the community I boast about.
After spending t~ree years here
at Xavier though, I no longer feel
I can tell people these stories that
Once made our UQiVersity a great
place. Every week there are new
complaints where students are either being ignored or taken advantage of at their own school. Case
in point, how many times. has The
Newswire featured editorials complaining about restricted parking
,·'1

and restricted hours .at the Grill?
Then this past week I open my.copy
of The Newswire to find a very sad
story told by Laura Knepfle. While
these haven't inconvenienced me as
much as others, I too have h~d disenchanting experiences this past
year.
Every time I have eaten in the
Ca'fe this year, I have been accosted
by one of the workers. While these
are most likely isolated incidents,
one must wonder what ever happened to service with a smile? I remember the days of Ms. Edith when
you were greeted with a hearty
"Help you" and always received a

':After spending
threeyears here, I
no longer feel I can
tell people these
stories that once
made our university
a great place. "
much larger portion than you could
have ever asked for. It's these things
that have made Xavier such a special place for me. These small joys
are waning quickly, though.
Most of these things may seem
trivial to most students, but as they
mount, it is destroying the community so many of us have to come to
love. The greatest disillusionment
I have personally experienced at
Xavier came when a member of the
education department tried to hold
his power over my dreams. For
those readers who don't know, all
student-teaching positions have to
be approved by the Director of Secondary Education ...This individual
i~formed me that it didn't seem possible for me to graduate in four years
and still do student-teaching. I
worked out a way, though, where the
only thing I would have to do is take

a night class (from the core) while
I student-teach. The Director of
Secondary Education. then informed me I couldn't do that because it would be too hard to student-teach and take an additional
class at the same time. I tried to
reassure him that I have plenty of
time to study and fulfill my studehtteaching obligations because at my
other job I am able to get quite a
bit of homework done while I work.
He then told me I couldn't hold
a job and student-teach at the same
time. Does this seem logical? How
is one to pay their bills witho.ut a
paycheck every week? I began to
argue Xavier couldn't regulate
what I do outside of the university.
The director's response was, "Remember, I have to approve your student-teaching and I might not if you
have a job." This individual implied
to me that unless I quit my job he
wouldn't approve me for student-.
teaching, thus crushing my dream.
Is this the type of university
Xavier has become? It seems the
days of caring faculty are gone.
The days when the administration
listened to student concerns and
. addressed them are gone. Also,
gone are the days of a community
where people genuinely care about
one another.
Xavier University has become a
business. It is motivated by gaining attention arid propagating a
false truth: Xavier is a university
that cares about students and their
concerns. And isn't it quite appropriate that just the other day letters
were dispersed to the student body
describing how tuition wiiJ raise yet
again? Gone are the days when I
try to convince potential students
to come here for the community
they seek. Hello to the days when
it's revealed that Xavier is a business built upon the almighty tuition
dollar and the crushed hopes of
those who support it. Hello to Big
Business.
- Jamie Jamison
Class of '02
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Every day is Valentine's Day Bitter: Party of One
Well, you all know what time
of year it is. It's February, and
winter is almost over. That means
Spring Break. is almost here. Ah
yes, that lovely week of .unadulterated bliss that we get to spend
doing absolutely nothing academically related. For those of you
going to a "hot" S. B. spot, such
as Panama City, Cancun, Gulf
Shores, Myrtle Beach, rest assured
you won't find anyone else that
attends college there. Why? Because no one else in the entire
country has Spring Break at the
same time we do, which makes
meeting aryd greet.ing 9?.llege co:
'·' . ..· . , ....
... ·
'·'
.
eds from either schools just another
wasted daydream.
.
But, before we get to Spring
Break, we have to traverse that
tragfo day known as Valentine's
Day. For those of you· who are
unaware, Valentine's Day is the
day when you tell that special
someone how much you care
about them and pledge your undying admiratfon. Of course, if
you really want to mix things up
for V'Day, you can always murder a boatload of people and tell
your loved one you did it all for
his/her viewing pleasure. This is
guaranteed to get that person's attention. If you don't know what
I'm talking about, I suggest you
review your Western Civ. notes
(see St. Valentine's Day massacre)i1
So we come to V'Day. What
do you think of when you ponder
Valentine's Day? The tragic· answer is that most of us equate
V'Day with sappy candy hearts,
cheap cards with manufactured
sentiments and the presence, or
Jack thereof, of a loved one. Depending on your present situation,
you can .either find Valentine's Day
to be a very happy occasion or one
of the most depressing days out of
the year. If you don't have a significant other, you're made to feel
like the lowest form of life on the
.,

,',

one you care." Now, correct if me
I love it here at Xavier. I love communication. Bitter!
I'm wrong, bui why in the name of the students, I love the faculty and
Another source of my bitterness
all that is sacred do I n.eed to pay I love .the campus. So when I am ·deals with the manor in how tickets
attention to one day the greeting asked what I like least about cam- are distributed for men's basketball
card industry has designated to.be pus? I struggle to find an answer. games. For the Temple game this
special? What makes2-14 any dif- Animes the parking situation has past Saturday, student tickets were
ferent from the third of September bot~ered me along with the fact our handed out at 10:30 a.m. for the noon
or the eighth of June? Why do I library is not open 24 hours on game. I joined the line of about 70
have to pick that day to tell my spe- weekdays. Other than that, I really with a friend at 10: 15 a.m. While
cial someone that I care? Should I have to look hard on campus to find waiting, about 10 to 15 students
do it because tf:ie industry tells me anything that bothers me. How- "wandered" (skipped) to the front of
to? No, I should do it because I ever, this past week, a couple of the line where their friends were
really do care about my special campus incidents have made me standing to get better tickets. Of
someone.
bitter.
·
course, there was no one there to stop
Look, my point is not totally
The first incident arose when I them.
complex. If you 'care about the read freshman Lou Meyer's article
On top of that my friend and I
ys equat~ person.ypu are in a re.latio'nship regarding freshmen living in received tickets for row J behind the
with, don't just shower him/her Bue~ger next year. I myself am a student band. Here is the kicker.
with affection on one certain day sophomore honors student and see They seat me in 14 and my friend in
andtakethemforgrantedtheother noneedforthis
seat 5 and give
C
364. If you truiy care about that transition. I
those who stood'.·
person;youshouldrieverletanop- think it is ribehind us in Jin~.•'
portunity go by t() tell your special diculous for a
tickets for row A,·
soul how much they. mean to you. number of reain another sectio~~ ·
Every single day ~hould be a sort sons.
CurTickets should be
of Valentine's Day. Now, for all rently,
the
handed out by,,
you spendthrifts out there, I'm not fr e s h a n
row, not section.'
advocating going overboard every honor students
Lack of intelli~
day. It's good that.a special day is primarily live
gence. Bitter!
marked; it's kind oflike a birthday on the sixth
Two
final
for lovers. However, if you care floor
of
items. First, after
about someone, tell them. Don't ·Kuhlman. Last
the men's basketAnd that, my friends, is what is just wait for a certain day. An un- year, having
ball game, a few of
too bad about Valentine's Day. It expected compliment goes a long lived on that
my buddies and I
has become nothing more than a way in a relationship. (And guys, floor, four nonwent down to
glorified Hallmark holiday, a day girls really do love unexpected honors stuO'Connor to play
in which we are reminded to "show kisses. Try it. See what happens. ·dents were placed on the men's basketball. However, when we arthat special someone you care." Then thank me.)
wingbecauseResidenceLifecould rived, we were told the gym could
And if you are unlucky enough to
I guess I don.'t know how else not fill the wing with honors stu- not be used since it was rented out
not have a special someone, woe to to say it other than this: Don't tell dents. So what makes the Honors for the entire afternoon. So we then
you: Don't even bother watching someone you care just because a Program think they are going to fill headed over to the Fieldhouse to find
any commercials or looking at any faceless industry dictates it. Tell Buenger next year?
it occupied by a soccer camp. No
advertisements because, guaran- that person because your heart feels
Also, Buenger is a sophomore where on campus on a Saturday afteed, they won't be talking to you. the urge. Relationships are about dorm, not a freshman dorm. The ternoon to play basketball. Bitter!
Better yet, you might as well hiber- love, caring, commitment, and the sophomores who live there needed
Second, the women's basketball
nate in the woods under a big rock expression of all three on a daily a low enough lottery number to do team still lacks student support. Last
for the two weeks preceding it and basis. Continual expression helps so. So now freshmen in the Hon- Thursday against La Salle, roughly
not even associate with regular so- keep the relationship fresh and ors Program get the privilege to live 20 spirited students comprised the
ciety.
makes it continually fun.
in the dorm with the best living ac- student section. The women's team
The big problem I have with the
I am the Love Dog and these are commodations for students on is ranked No. 13 in the AP poll and
mass marketing of V'Day is that it my words of wisdom. Heed and campus? Freshmen in Buenger. No. 15 in the ESPNIUSA Today poll.
really tries to mark one day out of obey;
Bitter!
They are 11-1 in conference play
the year to "show that special someGoing a step further as Meyer (first place) and 21-2 overall. Lack
stated in his article, "Nothing was of student support Bitter!
said about this decision to house
As I stated, I really have had to
frosh in Buenger, and it seems to look hard on campus to find anything
me that the administration thought that bothers me. However this past
IP
WE DON'T WANT HEARTS. WE DON'T WANT
that by staying silent nobody week, these incidents have made me .
&
CANDY. ALL WE WANT IS LETTERS. HEY, AT
would notice the change." As I bitter.
LEAST YOU DON'T HAVE TO BUY US FLOWERS.
stated, I am in the program and
have not officially been made
- Zak Wernecke
EMAIL US AT
known of this switch: When is the
Class of '03
OPEDNEWSWIRE@HOTMAIL.COM OR CALL IN
Honors Program gofrig to step up
YOUR RANTS TO 745-2878.
to the plate and mak.e this move
known to the students? Lack of

totem pole. Maybe not intentionally, mind yoli, but one inevitably
winds up wondering "what the hell
is wrong with me? Am I just not
good enough to have somebody?
Why can't I ever be happy like those
other people?" And so we find
these random lonely people wandering the parties and bars on
V'Day or the weekend of, looking
for a quick love fix in order to assuage that hole in their heart that
has become larger through mass
media interpretation and way too
much self-loathing.

''Most of
VDay with sappy
...
can d:9/ ·hearts, heap
cards with
manufactured
sentiments and the
presence, or lack
thereof, ofa loved
one. "

Happy 'f/a{entine s 'lJay from your friend{y op-ed editors!
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Taking it for granted
As a 1998 graduate of Xavier reducing the dance team's perforUniversity-and current grad student, mance time. She stated that our
I found recent letters to the editor "time of active participation in this
quite humorous to read, and I do university is gone." I would beg to
not mean because they were funny. differ, Ms. White.
Instead I realized that some of the
Have you noticed the Alumni
students at Xavier do not realize Association does many .things on
how good they have it now.
campus besides get groups to attend
In the three years ~ince I finished basketball games? Did you attend
my Bachelor of Arts degree, the anything during Homecoming
campus has changed dramatically, Week 2000? Many of those activimostly because of the enormous ties were planned for you by the
Cintas Center. The campus is · dedicated workers and volunteers,
something of which we can be most of whom are alumni.
proud. It is no longer blocked off
We do not donate money out of
streets, and we no longer have to some sense of duty. We give bego to the former home of Xavier cause we were given something
basketball, the Cincinnati Gardens, great when we attended Xavier. We
to watch the games.
give to support other students ·
If building the Cintas Center has through scholarships and to help
meant rearranging the parking situ- build and maintain the Cintas Cenation on campus, then by all means ter, among many other needs. You
rearrange. Parking may cause you · are giving "about $20,000 a year"
to "walk a mile every day," but I to go to school. Hopefully, you are
suggest visiting a much larger cam- getting what we've already lear11ed.
pus. For example, if you had gone
As for the dance team's reducto a university the size of a Big 10 tion in performance time, I can unschool, I can assure you that you'd derstand the athletic department's
be walking much more.
decision. The alumni make up most
And did I mention that being al- of the season ticket holders for the
lowed to have a car on campus is basketball games. Just like frequent
also a luxury? Having visited many flyers on airplanes, season ticket
colleges to start my post-high holders bring in more money than
school education, I can tell you that just random ticket buyers. Do you
for what Xavier students pay now think the athletic department is not
to park on campus is not nearly as going to take that into consideration
much as it had cost to pay at other when alumni are not pleased?
schools then.
·
Even when I attended Xavier as
And last I checked, Xavier is an undergrad I was taught or someextremely educationally oriented, how learned that money from
but proud of our sports teams for alumni is what keeps Xavier's
bringing recognition to our school world going 'round as a great instinationally. If Ms. Hollis can give tution. I do admire your desire for
me another, just as easy way to do answers to your questions, _but I
that otherwise, I'd be willing to lis- hope one day you can be satisfied
ten and consider.
with the answers you have been
As for,Ms. White's letter about given. After all, there are three sides
the dance team, I would like to to every story.
touch on her distaste for the alumni
- Mary McSwiggin
and their supposed participation in
Class of '98

Legalize hemp and_ save the world
Because of an opportunity in my
life, I have coine to acquire an extensive amount of information regarding a subject a lot of people are
still in the dark about: cannabis.
Because of the many negative attitudes I've encountered on campus
regarding cannabis, I thought I
would write a letter. Before you disregard it, read a little further ..
Cannabis sativa, as it is known
in the scientific ·realm, is commonly
referred to as marijuana, pot and a
plethora of other titles. The problem with this is it leads people to
believe cannabis is primarily for
recreational use, and secondly for
medicinal or environmental purposes. People fail to consider the
other 25,000 or so uses the plant has
when the hemp product of the plant
is utilized.
Hemp can and is u·sed to make
clothes that are of a superior quality to other natural fibers. It is four
times stronger than cotton and was
the first vegetable product to be
made into fiber.
The paper made from hemp is
also of a finer quality. It lasts 50 to
100 times longer than regular paper and is cheaper and easier to
make. In fact, up until 1883, between 75 percent and 90 percent of
all paper was made from hemp. But
the neatest thing about hemp, when

!t comes to paper, is one acre of it
will make as much paper as four
acres of trees and can be regrown
and harvested every year.
The other 24,998 uses include
the following: fiberboard (which is
being used in France to make
houses and is naturally fire and
water resistant), insulation, shower
curtains (incidentally, plastic
shower curtains release toxic gas
when heated), natural herbicide,
hempahol (fuel, which would mean
no oil spills, no Gulf War and no
destruction of Alaska), diapers,
cars, animal bedding, snowboards,
industry to Third World countries,
canvas (the Dutch Masters used
hemp), a protein food source, shampoos, conditioners, soaps, bug repellant, candy, birdfeed, baskets,
packaging, paneling, paint, shoes,
sails, rope, rugs, toilet paper, tissue
paper, feminine hygiene products,
ink, dynamite, butter, boots, tea,
tents, twine, varnish and of course,
hemp beer. I'm sure you have already noticed this is not even close
to al I the uses of hemp, but you get
the idea.
Now I'm sure all of you are wondering why hemp is illegal, with all
the uses and the environmental
safety of growing the plant. Well,
that's why. The government knows
how useful it is and how many com-

panies would lose business, even
though the companies are environmentally destructive. This is bad not
because they care·about the com~
panies and the people who would
lose their jobs if they closed, but
rather because these corporations
fund their political careers. These
organizations lobby hard against
cannabis legalization.
I'll quit ranting now and leave
you with a few hemp facts:
1. For 200 years in this country
cannabis was legal tender. You
could even pay your taxes in hemp.
2. George Washington and Thom as Jefferson grew cannabis.
Jefferson actually smuggled his
seed out of China because of its
superior quality.
3. In the 1930s, Henry Ford built
and powered an automobile primarily out of hemp.
4. The first American flags were
constructed out of hemp.
5. During WWII, the U.S. government encouraged people to grow
hemp. During certain periods of
shortage, one could be imprisoned
for not growing.
6. Cannabis prohibition didn't
start until 1937.
·
- Maggie Hamilton
Class of '02

I used to love going on field trips
during grade school. It gave us time
to relax from our regular school
day. But gqing on field trips in college is another ·story. It's unfair to
expect us to take time out of our
weekend to visit places mandatory
for our classes. Some of us lack
transportation and most of us work
during .the week and weekends.
Field trips should be designed during class time and transportation
should be provided. It's sad enough
that I don't have enough time in my
schedule to eat and sleep, let alone
attend field trips.
The student section at basketball
games should be first come, first
serve. At the last game the ushers
were trying to get students to sit in
the seats that corresponded with
tickets. If they want to do this then
they need to hand the tickets out in
order. Otherwise, the students that
arrive first should receive the best
seating.
The study ab1'oad program at
Xavier does not meet the needs of
all students. ·We know from tours
that the study abroad program is in
Schott Hall, however, there are no
signs anywhere in the building and
the information poster next to the
elevator never mentions study
abroad. Also, the places Xavier offers to visit are extremely limited.

There are maybe five ch_oices that
all correspond with language credits leaving the student who already
has foreign language credits out of
luck. There are no opportunities to
go to English-speaking countries.
Who in the world is the Board
of Trustees and why do they have
so much power at this university?
All I ever hear is "well we are waiting for approval from the board ... "
Does the board have any idea what
the lives of students are like these
days? Probably not. It seems the
people that make such important
decisions for our campus should be
a little more informed about the individuals who really keep this
school going, and despite common
belief, it is not the alum~i.
I am completely appalled. I just
turned on my TV, and suddenly Father Graham was on the screen in a
commercial! Yes, our school's
president is advertising for Cincinnati Bell. This is a shocking turn
and I am certainly proud to see this
university has resorted to such
shameful publicity. The Jesuit values are shining through yet again
as Xavier chooses the 'business'
way we are becoming so accustomed to.
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·Do you_.have
We are currently seeking volunteers.to
participate in a cUnical research study
of an investigational medicationfor
thetreatrrient of 3:Sthma. You may
qualify to p~icipate in this study if
you:

ASTHMA?~

11

...

Qualified participants will receive study
related lab tests, study medication, and study
related medical exams at no charge. Qualified participants receive financial compensation for completed study visits.

*Have a history of asthf!la for at
least 6 months

If you are interested and believe you may
qualify to participate in this study, please
call for more information.

*Currently use an inhaled medication to control your symptoms~

Queen City Physicians Research Office
Barry J. Wendt, M.D.
(513) 871-1734

.
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Great Job Opportunities!!

(bring postcards)

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time During Summer
&Breaks

~ & GREAT [!£//
We offer 10-40+ hours/week

Flexible

**Feb. 19 ·& 20- Portrait& for Annual

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

( No appointment & No cost )

$6.50 • $12.00/ Hour

Alter Hall 10-5- Feb. 19 & 20 ONLY

Two Great 'Locations Just Minutes from
Campus//

**March Madness - March 27 & 28
12 P.M. to 7 P.M.

Forest Park

Wilder-N.KY

513-851-4040

859-441-1700

We Also Have Facllllles Throughout the Regional Area

(more information to follow)
**If you have ANY team, club. or
· ·sports pictures to make·the·'

Cl•vt1land\Aluon\CMton
800.674.0880
CofumbUt, OH

. D•troo. Ml
an.ess.9094
lnd!anqiofll, rN

800.889.7303

800.283.4423

CMtraf RRnol•' An•

800.937.0011

800.765.2742

800.642.8994

Dayton\Sprlngftekl

l.ulng1cn, KY

TolMo,OH

Ft.Wqne,IN
800.622.6568
WHtVlralnl•

800.283.5511

800.933.3575

800.899.8070

eoo.545.4423

Plttaburgh,PA

Loulavlll•,KY

No Experience Necessary. Train during school and work
during summer & breaks. We offer Schedule Flexibilitv.

book better. call 4221.

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !

Start Training NOW Ill

www.homecityice.com

See YOU in the Annual!
It will be ONE to remember.

m:1.

HOmB Gi

m:1.

IDB

Home Gilg IDB

m?J:1:1.••

Home Gilg IDB

·· ...··:'

.

·Yeah,;:.you.•_;JIJ!iffi/the

···.:sandwich.
For more information, or
for an application packet,
please contact:
Kathleen Bailey
MSW Admissions Officer
(859) 257-6652

or e-mail her at
kbbail2@pop.uky.edu

The College of Social Work is currently accepting MSW applications for the
Fall 200 I semester to be held at the Northern Kentucky University campus.
Scholarships are available covering the out-of-state portion of UK's tuition for
all graduate program applicants who meet the 3.25 GPA requirements.
Don't put that career move off any longer! Those who qualify can join the
MSW program and enjoy Kentucky resident tuition rates!

UK

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

America's Next Great University.

www.uliy.edu

J-ia~~ )'bu had a l~ok a_t the ':adonpage
.
. .
20?..
.. . '
.
Rel11emberhow your parents told you to··
·· get ajob once you_go.t to college? ·
Dk/you know that each andeveryfun.. ·_filleqpo~ition on that page is a paid one?

··Hurry down to the Publications
· House{3739:Ledgewotld) and
getqn application.··
Theyrein the_~nve/ope.
(langing on -the door. ..
l·.'
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Sturdevan knocks
off two No. ls
In what Xavier tennis head
coach Jim Brockhoff called "the
biggest win for Xavier tennis in
the last 15 years," junior Danny
Sturdevan knocked off Michigan
State No. 1 singles star Goran
Topalo on Saturday.
Sturdevan struggled at the
start of the match, dropping the
first set 6-1, but recovered to win
the next two sets 6-4 and 7-5,
respectively.
His performance wasn't
enough to pull the Musketeers
through, as the Spartans took the
match 6-1.
Earlier that day, Sturdevan
defeated Western Illinois' No. I
singles player Sean Moran in two
sets (7-5, 6-2).
The Musketeers triumphed
·over Western Illinois, 7-0, and
will next be in action 'on Feb. 22
against Robert Morris.

West a finalist for
Player-of-Year
Sophomore David West was
named by the U.S. Basketball
Writer's Association as one of 15
finalists for its Player-of-the-Year
award.
West is fourth in the nation in
rebounding at 11.3 rpg and averages a team-high 17 .3 ppg.

Wom~n's

tennis
blanks Akron

The women's tennis team
rolled to a 7-0 victory over Akron on Saturday. The Musketeers
received wins from freshman
Kate Weightman (6-2, 6-0),junior Beth Abraham (6-4, 5-7, 62), senior Natalie Palmenter (76 (0), 6-3), senior Tracie
Fraunfelder (4-6, 6-2, 6-1),junior Kerrie Kramer (6-0, 6-0) and
sophomore Katy Wiles (6-0, 60).
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Muskies fall at St. Joe's; 79-76

Xmen rebound against Temple but drop out of top 25

ited to 13 points and seven boards,
both well below his season averages.
XU also. received double-digit
scoring nights from Chalmers (IO
points), Price and Sato who finished
with 14 points a piece. Junior Kevin
Frey led the team with eight rebounds.

BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

It was fun while it lasted. Unfortunately the men's basketball
team's short reunion with the top
25 ended following their loss to
conference front-runner St.
Joseph's on Wednesday.
The battle of the A-lO's best left
the Xmen with their first road loss
in their last seven games and
snapped a streak in which Xavier
had- won 12 of their last 13 contests.
The Musketeers rebounded
well though, with a solid victory
over Temple on Saturday. XU
. managed to survive the Owl's zone
defense and an inspiring performance from Lynn Greer thanks to
the sharp-shooting of freshman
Romain Sato.
At 9-2 in conference play, the
Xmen are heading into a crucial
matchup with UMass - the team
responsible for Xavier's only other
A-10 loss - today on the road. A
loss here would.make the regular
season crown unobtainable.

ST. JOE'S 79, XAVIElt 76
In what has been a recurring
theme for the Musketeers, the
battle for theA-IO's top spot came
down to the wire.
This time around though, the
Xmen were unable to pull it out,
falling to the Hawks, 79-76, after
junior Lloyd Price's last second
three-point attempt - one in·
which he drew obvious contact was tipped by SJU's Frank
Wilkins.
The no-call sent the Muskies
home with their second A-10 loss
and upped the A-IO's biggest surprise, St. Joe's, to 18-4 including a
perfect 8-0 at hom.e.
St. Joseph's found themselves
down with two minutes to go but
used an 8-0 run to take control and
crush the hopes of the XU faithful. Justwhen things looked over
though, Xavier jumped back into
the game with a three-pointer from
sophomore Lionel Chalmers that

XAVIER 78, TEMPLE 71
On Saturday the Musketeers
managed to do something they
weren't able to do against Wisconsin or Princeton: shoot their way to
victory.
Pitted against head coach John
Chaney's unrelenting zone defense
and the presence of two mountains
inside, Kevin Lyde and Ron
Rollerson, the Muskies desperately
needed someone to step_it up from
the outside. And that's exactly what
they got, compliments of Sato.
Xavier's outside threat con. nected on his first five three-point
attempts and carried the team
through the early goings of the
game as Temple fought to stay
close.
Down 18-19with 7:23 remaining in the first half, Xavier em. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA ., barked on a 19-4 run sparked by
threes from Chalmers and Sato. A
Senior Maurice McAfee tied a career-high with 12· assists, scored
three-pointer
from Greer ended the
12 points and made just two turnovers in XU's win over Temple.
XU run and brought the Owls to the
pushed the score to 79-76 with 10 Nelson fell in stark contrast with the 37-26 halftime score.
games they put up in Cincinnati on
Sato kicked things off at the start
seconds remaining.
of the half with another three, makSt: Joe's threw away the ensuing · Jan. 20.
Nelson displayed the ability'that · ing him ·5,;5 at that ·point; !before;.,.·
inbounds pass, setting up the· Musketeers for another heroic moment has put him in contention for the A- Greer took the game into his own
to put into the home game highlight 10 Rookie-of-the-Year. His 15 hands.
The junior guard scored eight
points and eight assists only begin
reel.
With no timeouts to set up a play, to describe the headaches he gave points during an 11-3 Temple run
the Musketeers were forced to carry the Xmen. His penetration and pass- which cut the XU lead to eight, 45out the instructions head coach Skip ing created easy baskets for his 37 with 15:47 left to go.
. . Temple trailed by just three
Prosser shouted from the bench. The teammates all night long.
For his part, O'Connor lived up · points, 51-48, following four points
.crowd of peopie at the top of the arc ·
allowed Price no clear passing lane, to his billing as one of the A-lO's from Alex Wesby but was unable
forcing him to fire up his despera- best scorers by pouring in a game- to get any closer.
high 29 points.
"I thought we had a good shot at
tion three.
Xavier was paced by senior it when we cut the, lead to three,"
Despite getting double-digit
scoring nights from five djfferent Maurice McAfee who grabbed six said Chaney. "The problem is we
players, XU was unable to knock off boards, dished out seven assists and got four shooters on the floor and
the Hawks. The performances of · scored a team-high 21 points.
See Xmell page 14
. Marvin O'Connor and Jameer
Sophomore David West was Jim-

Swimmers
honored
On Feb. 4, freshman Jeremy
Clark was named the A-10
Rookie-of-the~ Week after setting
a new XU record in the 200-yard
breaststroke. It was the third consecutive week in which a memberofXavier's swim team earned
the award.
Clark's time of2: 11.71 came
in XU's tri-meet with Bradley
and St. Louis on Feb. 1. The old ·
record of 2:13.46 was held by
Tim Schiewe (1994). Clark's
time is the 12th fastest in the A10 this season.
Freshmen John Janszen and
Brittany Kessler are the other two
members of the swim team to
earn the A-10 Rookie-of-theWeek this year.
The Musketeers will be in action next on Feb. 15-17 in the
Atlantic 10 Championships held
in Buffalo, NY.

~Joe Angolia

I

GAME

On Tan

Wednesday, Feb. 14

Saturday, Feb. 17

Thursday, Feb. 22

•Men's basketball vs.
Massachusetts at 7:30 p.m. *

•Men's basketball vs: Rhode
Island at 7:30 p.m. *
•Swimming at Atlantic lO ·
Championships TBA

•Women'sbasketball vs.
Duquesne at 7:05 p.m. *

Thursday, Feb. 15
•Swimming at Atlantic 1O
Championships TBA

•Women's basketball vs.
Dayton at 2 p.m. *

Friday, Feb. 16
•Women's basketball vs.
St. Joseph's at 7 p.m. *
•Swimming at Atlantic 1O
Championships TBA.
:

,,

t

l

Sunday, Feb. 18

,.·•

Wednesday, Feb. 21
•Men's basketball vs.
St. Bonaventure
at 7:30 p.m. *

*Atlantic 1O game
· Home basketball games take
place in the Cintas Center.
Home swim meets take place
in the O'Connor Sports Center.
Home rifle matches take
place in the armory.
Home events are in bold

of the

WEEK
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. DAYTON

2 p.m Sunday at
the Cintas Center
This Sunday is Senior
Night.
Come and say
goodbye to this year's senior
class - Taru Tuuakkanen,
Nicole ~eyandusky, Jennifer
Phillips, Y~nnifer Parr and
Erin Hall. These five Musketeers deserve a big STUDENT FAREWELL as they
play .their final home game
against the UD Flyers.

week of FEBRUARY 14, 2001
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Musketeers hit ·20~win ·mark
Women remalfl atqp ,A-1{}, move up to No. 12 in AP poll
bounds, seven of which were offensive. Senior Jennifer Phillips finished with 16 points and eight
boards.
· SeniorTaru Tuukkanen tossed in
15 points arid pulled down seven rebounds. Piipariendedthenightwith
11 points and four assists.
Sophomore Amy Waugh who
was playing in just her third game
since recovering from an injury had
four points and five assists in 1.6 min~
utes of play.
"I thought we came ready to play
physically but we lost focus mentally," said head coach Melanie·
Balcomb about her team's effort on
the night. "We can't afford to relax
mentally like. we did tonight."
It was an ..ugly win but an impor~
tant win at that. The win tied GW
for first place in the A-10 and it also
gave the Musketeers their 2.0th win
of the season in just 22 games of
play. It was the third consecutive 20win season for Xavier.

BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

Anotherweekgonebyandmore
of the same for the women's basketball· team. The team won two
more games last week to improve
to 21-2, 11-1, and secured a one
game lead on first place· in the At!antic 10. With Xavier's 74-64.win
over La Salle the Musketeers
reached the 20-win mark in just
their 22nd game, making them the
quickest team in school history to
20 wins.
They also jumped up to No. 12
_ intheAssociatedPresspolltomake
it four consecutive weeks in which
they have earned their highest ranking ever.
With only two more home
games remaining on the schedule,
make sure you make it to the Cintas
Center this weekend to catch the.
No. 12 ranked team in the nation
win two more games.
XAVIER 74, LA SALLE 64

Maybe it was the lack of enthusiasm in the Cintas Center, or
maybe it was the absence of the student body or maybe it was because
of the circumstance of the game.
Whatever it was, the Musketeers
came out extremely flat against the
Explorers.
Thanks to senior Nicole
Levandusky, the Musketeers were
able to escape a sluggish start and
were: up 10 points•at•the half.
Levandusky scored 10 of .Xavier's
first 12 points and finished with 15
first half points.
The second half was more of the
same. Sloppy play and mental errors plagued the Musketeers all

XAVIER 92, .FORDHAM 73

To say the Musketeers shot the
· ball well on Sunday against Fordham
would be an understatement. Xavier
·shot 68.6 percent from the field on
the game, good enough for the third
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
best-ever shooting percentage in ASophomore Reetta Piipi,lri scored 11 points and dished out four
10 league history.
assists in the team's 74-64 win over La Salle on Feb. 8.
As opposed to their start on FriXavier was only 5-12 from the day night, Xavier got things rolling
night long. Xavier managed to stay
ahead of the less-talented Explorers ., line in the ~nal two,~nd a half min-. right away and never looked back
for the entire half but could never put utes of play, allowi~g the Explor- against the Rams.
them away. Finally, with a little over ers to hang in there. Even with a
·The Musketeers closed out the
four minutes to play, sophomore slow start and an overall lethargic . firs~ half on a 19-3 run to put them
Reetta Piipari and Levandusky effort, the Musketeers m.anaged to ahead 48-25 at the half.
knocked down back-to-back three- put four starters in double figures.
To start the second half they held
pointers to put the Musketeers up 12
Le.vandusky finished with a the Rams scoreless for the first five
and virtually seal the game.
. team~high 20 points and eight re- mhiutes and extended their lead to

62-25,before Fordham got on the
board.
All five starters scored in.
double figures on Sunday. Leading the way was Phillips who was
10-11 from the field and finished
with a game-high 24 points.
Tuukkanen dumped in 21 points.
Parr and Levandusky threw in 13
and 12, respectively .. Piipari
scored 10 points and dished out 13
assists as she recorded her seventh
double-double of that kind on the
season.
The win improved Xavier's
recordto21-2, 10-landgavethem
sole possession of first place in the
A-10, one game ahead of George
Washington.

NEW RANKINGS
Xavier jumped up one more
spot in the AP poll to put them at ·
No. 12 in the nation. It is the fourth
consecutive week in which .the
Musketeers have earned their
highest ranking ever. They stayed
at No. 15 in the USA Today/
Coaches' Poll.

UP NEXT
The women's team play their
final two home games of the season this weekend. On Friday they
take on St. Joe's at 7 p.m. Then
on "Senior Day" Sunday they play
the Dayton Flyers at 2 p.m. After
the game the five seniors, Erin
Hall,
Levandusky,
Parr,
Tuukkanen and Phillips will be
honored for Jh~ir four years of
dedication to the program. Come
out and say goodbye to one of the
best senior classes in women's basketball history.

2001 baseball preview
Muskies) look to improve behind veteran pitc.hing, young.talent
BY ANTHONY MOSKO
Sports Writer .

group of young talent that could push
. the upperclassmen for innings on the

If good pitching beats good hit- mound. Sophomores Kevin Cave
ting, as often believed, the 2001 and Kevin Crowley and freshmen
Xavier baseball team should be des- Aaron Norris and David Sandoval
tined for an outstanding season. The could see plenty of action on the field
Musketeers return a pitching staff , this year with only eight or nine
of four upperclassmen who have pitchers on the 2001 roster.
thrown an average of 60 plus inHowever, a strong pitching staff
nings per season in their Xavier is not the Musketeers' only source
of leadership. Senior Ty Brenning
careers.
Xavier's pitching staff is led by and junior Ed Bongard are the cojunior Greg Wiggers, the record- captains for this year's team.
holder for strikeouts as a freshman,
Third-baseman Brenning played

~~iwE~Jf he ~n~E&~,;:12'.~g.!,2,~;;,,1;9,I,x:;:,%Y;y£~hi~ille,~~ft~:3 !~~::~~~s:~:
Alorlg
keteers boa

possesses grea ·
mound with a g
walk ratio. ·

Jtuns batted in, includ'11 RBI in a single game.
!so led the Musketeers in
·ensive categories such as
Bases, hits and doubles.
is ready to lead us both on
ff the field. He is an extremely
worker and his teammates recize this," said head coach John
rey. "As a senior, he just wants
wiri more games than in the
e end result is a seasoned,
ayer with all the intangibles

Taking the place of Jared Hendel,
who graduated last year, Bongard
has found his home behind the
plate for the Musketeers as the
starter.
Backing up Bongard are
sophomore Matt Tedford and .
freshman Eric Armstrong who
will battle for reserve 'catching .
duties.
Switching time between second base and shortstop is senior
Jeff Crandell. Coming offan outstanding yearat the plate, Crandell
led the team with a .347 batting
average, 38 scored runs, eight
homers and finished with the highest slugging percentage on the
team.
Last season, Crandell and
Brenning were both voted the
Most Valuable Player for the team.
Sophomore Eric Greenwell is.
coming off of a great freshman
year in which he tied a school
record with a 19-game hittingstreak. While only committing a
minimal amount of errors on. the
year, he earned the team's Gold
· Glove and Defensive Player-ofthe-Year honors in just his first
season as a Musketeer.

· .See Preview on page 14

PHOTO. COURTESY OF SID~

Senior co-captain Ty B~enning batted .343, knocked in 43 runs ·~·
and recorded 11 RBI in a single game during his junior year.
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Xmen: Owls downed
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Continued from page 12
with four shooters on the floor, everyone .looks out of his own win- ·
dow instead of a big door. You tend
to see more when you look out of a
door. When they look out of the
window they only see things for
themselves."
A 15-4 XU run put the game out
of Temple's reach for good despite
the efforts of Greer, who kept the
game interesting in the closing seconds, nearly willing the Owls back
into the game single-handedly with
three consecutive three-pointers.
"Temple made some runs and.
our guys had the resolve to run right
back at them," said Prosser.
In the end, XU came away with
the seven-point win, earning their
18th victory of the season while
keeping in the race for the A-10
Championship's No. l seed.·
"You're in league play and you
only have five games left," said
Prosser. "Every win is golden."
Temple's zone, coupled with the
size of big men Kevin Lyde and
Ron Rollerson made West and Frey
obsolete from an offensive standpoint. Choosing not to force the ball
inside, the Musketeers focused on
the perimeter, setting up Sato for his
team-high 19 points on 6~ 10 threepoint shooting.
"We told Romain his eyes
should be lighting up because he's
probably going to be getting some
open looks and it would be better
for us if he knocked them down,"
·· said Prosser.
Sato wasn't the only Musketeer
to step up against Temple, though,
as Chalmers used a perfect 10-10
·. night from the line and two threes
to rack up 18 points.
"It's tough to get the ball inside
against their zone. They 're also very
cognizant of the fact that Dave has
been scoring a lot of baskets for us
and so I think they did a terrific job
of taking him away," said Prosser.
"That's why it was imperative that
our other players stepped up."

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Preview
Continued from page 13

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Junior Kevin Frey tries to go inside during Xavier's 78-71 win over
Temple on Saturday. Frey finished with nine points for the game.

Temple received solid efforts
While West again scored below
his season average (17.8 ppg), his from several players. Greer's 30
contributions to the wi11 should not points and Rollerson's 12 rebounds
be overlooked. XU's center were both career-h.ighs. Another
grabbed 15 boards, scored 11 points loss though puts Temple (14-11)
and registered five blocks on the even closer to the bubble than they
already were. Chaney was still opnight.
The defensive play of West, Frey timistic about the Owls' chances
and senior Reggie Butler on · and. mentioned Rhode Island's
Temple's big men was an instru- supriseA-lO'fitle in 1998 as a pos·
mental part of the win.
sibility forTemple.
"The tournament is always ideal.
"We talked for two days about
you have to try and ·get there and If we can win three out of the next
push back but it's like pushing back five and do good in the tournament
the Titanic," said Prosser. ''A couple then we've got a good shot," said
times we got caught underneath Chaney. "They will definitely take
them and our guys just disap- three teams from this 'conference."
peared."

"THERE .COMES A TIME
IN EVERY MAN'S LIFE WHEN
HE HAS TO FIND HIS CALLING."
(SO SAID LANCE'S FATHER TO HIM
ON THE DAY OF LANCE'S ll~H BIRTHD~Y.)

Denit is a talented defensive player
Sophomore Mark Andres pro- who has had some success at the
vides a powerful bat in the middle plate while Reyes is hopi~g to pro·of the order for the Musketeers and long the success he enjoyed as an
adds great defensive skill at first · All-Stater.in Iowa.
·base.
It would not be a surprise if
. The left-handed Andres was sec- many of the freshman baseball
ond on .the tea~ in home n~ns last players on this year's squad saw sigseason and did a great job of work- nificant time on the field.
·ing the pitch count, evident by his
Morrey, in his ninth year as the
team-leading 27 walks. Andres was skipper for the Musketeers, believes
also caught stealing only once that if a freshman .has the talent,
along the base-paths.
. he'll see the time.
Fellow·sophomore infielder
"If (a freshman) is talented
Ryan Schreen will see time at enough to compete successfully
shortstop and is expected to do well and help us win, he will play," said
offensively as the . season Morrey.
.
progresses.
In the past, the Musketeer baseFreshman tafont in the infield lay ball team has had many players start
in the presence of Jason Morelli in their first year and in some cases,
and Kevin McKnight.
Morrey feels, may give them the
Morelli, a three-sport standout at best chance to win.
Steubenville Catholic Central, and
Along with Morrey, coaches
McKnight, a high school baseball John Regruth and Clint Albert
star in Michigan, provide great have culminated a balanced team
promise as talented infielders.
· for the 2001 season consisting of
Freshman Alec Moss, a gifted . an experienced pitching staff and a
hitter, hopes to see time in the in-· . talented overall freshman class'.
field his first year: Moss, an AllWith the big l?ats of Crandell,
State player from Sherman Oaks, Brenning; Bongard and Greenwell
Calif., may test Division I waters at expected to improve from their althird base this year for the Muske- ready stellar hitting and the experiteers.
enced pitching of Wiggers, Barger,
Sophomores Cave and Jarret Cutter and Raih, the 2001 Xavier
Sues played tremendous roles as baseball team could be on the verge
outfielders during their freshman of another productive year in the
campaigns and hope to continue Atlantic 10.
their offensive success.
After last year's 13-8 conference
. Cave, also apitcher, was respon- record, the Musketeers' goal for this
·sible for a six-game hitting streak season is the same as usual: win the
his freshman year and Sues re- Atlantic 10 Championship and go
corded four hits in his first five on to play in the NCAA Regionals.
games.
With strength at each position
The speed and ability of junior · for this year's ballclub, the Musketransfer Lucas Dines makes him a teers are ready to start their season
versatile base-stealer and a utility at Austin Peay and begin their
outfielder. He stole 32 bases last march through the Atlantic 10 at
season at· Trinidad. State and was Temple on March 24.
firsHeam All-Region in each of.the . Morrey's ninth year could be a
last two seasons.
memorable one for him as well as
Joining the inix of gifted pros- the Xavier baseball program.
pects in the outfield is junior Jay
Denit and freshman Russ Reyes.

catch the latest

news on the
TI>p 15-ranked
Lady Muskies

at the "#1

website on
the

·WHILE LANCE FANCIES HIMSELF A BIT OF A
BUFFALO WI.NG CONNOISSEUR AND
ED MCMAHON IMPERSONATOR, WE :ENCOURAGE
HIM TO FOLLOW THE CALLING THAT INVOLVES
SELLING ADS FOR THE NEWSWIRE..
SPARE THE STAR SEARCH'~ CROWD AND CALL
7'45-3561 TO ADVERTISE IN THE NEWSWIRE.
LANCE'S DAD WILL THANK YOU FOR IT.
11

~Net

for
Xavier Basketball"
'

·www.musketeermadness.com

Oontt miss your last chance
to catch the Lady Muskies
at home during the regular
season thls yeart
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chee~,

Pepperoni .•

. pizzSrtm,,9oz.
.'

·5'1UBEN'1 ·.
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'

·MAMA COZZI®

'

.

.

'

'

99.

PREMIUM. PIZZA

·sausage & pepperoni, extra cheese,
sausage 'or pepperoni, 23.55-23.85 oz.

each

··«~

Cheese Club®
·Premium
Macaroni&

Cheese
,:, Dinner
7.25 oz.

.

'

Bonanza®
Potato Chips
original, ripple,
BBQ or sour cream
· & on.ion, ·12 oz.

89~
Jehling@ Ramen
Noodle Soup

s)49

chicken or
beef flavor,
36 oz.,
12 pack
'

10.5-10.75 oz.

each

Quality· guaranteed · ·
'

Chef's Cupboard@
Chicken Noodle,
Cream of Mushroom,
Cream of Chicken
;or Vegetable Soup

We reserve the right to limit quantities.

'

3545 Reading Rd.

Cincinnati

Store Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.: ••.9AM-7PM
Friday: •••••••• 9AM-8PM
Saturday: ••••. 9AM-7PM
Closed Sunday

The Tru.sted.Name
We welcome cash, ATM/debit cards, state EBT cards and food stamps only. No checks please.

In Quality & Savings:''
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One night, two one-acts
KNOW THEATRE'S LATEST EFFORT SHOWCASES TWO ONE-ACTS WRAPPED INTO ONE NIGHT

Sonnets

BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ

Seven of Shakespeare's sonnets are reimagined as one-act
plays by seven American contemporary playwrights in
"Love's Fire."
Mitchell S. Meyers Off-Center/On-Stage Series continues
with original works about the
tragedies and triumphs of love.
Performances will run frorri Feb.
14-18 at the Ensemble Theatre
of Cincinnati, with performances
at.8 p.m. Tickets are $10, available at the ETC box office, 1127
Vine St. For more information
call, 421-3555.

Co111ributi11g Writer

Enter four former students, pre. senting. a warped version of "The

"In private, Jesus stoned many Christmas Pageant" and attacking
women for adultery." That is only one Sister Mary for her brainwashing
of the many doses of Catholic reality teaching practices. There is Gary
offered in the Know Theatre Tribe's the homosexual, Philomena the
production of Christopher Durang'.s unwed mother, Aloysius the alco"Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All · holic and Diane the bad seed. Each
For You" as part of"One-Acts Is All It character has compromised their
Takes."
Catholic upbringing and calls to
The first one-act, which ran ap- question the validity of a Catholic
proximately an hour, introduces the education and its seeming power
character .Of Sister Mary Ignatius, a· over children.
Catholic grade school teacher who
For the most part, the four actors
offers pearls of wisdom for the audi- embraced their roles. It sounded as
ence concerning everything from if Diane, played by La_uri Jacob,
Mary's virgin birth to her very large may have. been battling the remfamily.
nants of a chest cold, because her
Sister Mary offers a humorous in~ voice cracked and failed to reach a
terpretation of the lead character. Her heightened pitch as she was yellpresen ta ti on is of a very Kathy ing at Sister.
Najimy-esque sister who understates
Perhaps the most enjoyable was ··
The Fifth-Third Bank Broad~ the absurdity of
A 1o y s i u s ,
way Series presents Ann-Margret someofherstatewhose
conin "The Best Little Whorehouse ments with a fine
tinual obediin Texas."
comic
touch.
ence and pos- .
.
.
PHOTO.COURTESY OF KNOW THEATRE TRIBE
Tickets for this March 20- And, though part
ture invoked
Sara Maxey preaches it as Sister Mary lgnatiu~ in "Sister Mary
April 1 production are oi:i sale of me wishes the
eternal respect
Explains it all for You:'
now.
nun were older, as
for a woman of
Performances run Tuesday- most nuns I've
the. cloth. For between four women: Fran the
They spend the entire play lookSaturday evenings at 8 p.m;, Sun- known were well
anyone who has housewife, played to perfection by ing offstage at an attractive man.
day evenings at 7:30 p.m., with past their prime,
attended
a Allyson Jacob, whose own self- They talk about. women's liberaSaturday and Sunday matinees she is ultimately
Catholic el- doubt is magnified by her hot-pink tion, misguided perceptions, sex
at2 p.m.
convincing, espee m e n t a r y running pants; Karen the construc- and shoes. They leave. They never
Ticket prices range from $35 cially during an early "slide-show" school or ever had a nun for a tion worker, played by Brandy exercise, which, as an audience
to $56. They may be purchased presentation of heaven, hell and teacher, the reality of this play will Goss, whose delivery seemed most member, was notieeably lacking.
at all Ticketmaster outlets, in- limbo. (The only fault came in her not only make you laugh, but also natural; Vivian, played with the
Sheila's outfit seemed a tad too
cluding
on line
at mispronunciation of the Latin phrase send you searching the banks of right amount of sex appeal by large for her frame, while Goss kept
www.ticketmaster.com.
"ex cathedra." This is a director's is- your memory to uncover what you Ericka Mcintyre, whose lustful 1 tugging at the sweater wrapped
sue, however, for most nuns probably perhaps foolishly believed as a ·looks. and lip-biting add a sexual around her waist to the point of
charge to the scene; and finally, annoyance.
know Latin fairly well.)
child.
But, these are all little things
Sister relies on the obedience of
there is Sheila the pretentious
*****
from a relaxing night of compleher star pupil, Thomas, played rather
The other half of this evening young executive.
Tickets are still on s_ale for the.
eerily by a braces-bedecked David of One-Acts was Kevin Barry's
The play follows a cliched con- mentary pieces presented by the
Fifth-Third Bank Broadway SeMorton. His obedient smile makes "Him." This play lacked motion. versation between four very differ- Know Theatre Tribe. They won't
ries production of "Cinderella"
the recitation of Bible teachings chill- . It seemed like a workshop on dia- ent women at a health club, as they shake the foundation· of your life,
on Feb. 20-March 4.
but they will entertain.
logue, with rapid fire exchanges supposedly prepare to workout.
ing.
Performanc~s run TuesdaySaturday evenings at 8 p.m., Sunday evenings at 7:30 p.m., with
M 0 V I E
R E V I E W
Saturday and Sunday matinees
at2p.m.
Ticket prices range from $35
to $56 and are available at all
Ticketmaster outlets.

Whorehouse

Cinderella

'Silverman'·is·worth saving

HOW FAR CAN TWO FRIENDS GO TO RESCUE A FRIEND FROM THE CLUTCHES OF AN EVIL WOMAN?

Film Series
Xavier University Art Gallery,
the Cincinnati Film Society, City
of Cincinnati, the Fine Arts Fund,
City Beat Magazine and the .Ohio
Arts Council are sponsoring a
series of films, introduced and
discussed by Brother Jerome
Pryor, S.J., of Xavier's department
of art.
'
This Friday, Feb. 16, "Ridicule" is showing. The 1996 film
with French and English subtitles
features Fannie Ardant, Jean
Rochefort and Charles Berling.
The film will be shown this
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Kelly Auditorium. Admission is free. For
further- information, call 7453811.

BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
Diversions Editor
It was only a matter of time before
a movie like this was made. Every
man alive has; atone time or another,
felt the strain of losing his friend to a_
girlfriend. Finally, there is a film documenting these tragic occurrences.
Gentlemen, I give you "Saving
Silverman."
Darrin, Wayne and J.D. are a team
· of best friends with one common obsession -Neil Diamond (whom they

pay tribute to with their cover band,
Diamonds in the Rough).
One night, the romantically
hopeless Darrin Silverman (Jason
Biggs) meets Judith (Amanda Peet).
In her, he sees an end to his tragic
history of female rejection. Wayne
(Steve Zahn) and J.D. (Jack Black),
however, see her as a threat to their
lifelong friendship.
In no time, Judith has Darrin
wrapped around her mighty finger.
Facing the realization of their de-

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before Feb. 13 ...
Orbit, XLRBR (Launch) ... Def Boyz, Pony Ride (CT/Red Clay) ... DJ
Die, Presents Through the Eyes (Full Circle) ... The Element 101, Stereo
Girl (Tooth & Nail) ... John Frusciante (of the Red Hot Chili Peppers), To
Record 011/y Water for Ten Days (Warner Brothers) ... Tantric (w/ members
of Days of the New), Tantric (Maverick) ... The Wags, Headin' Down to
Henry's (Innerstate) ...
... all dates are tentative.

caying friendship, the remaining
duo vow to anything to break up
the couple. With wedding bells
ringing in the distance, the race is
on.
The mission? Saving
Silverman.
Though off the wall, and sometimes marred by bad acting, "Saving Silverman" is a comic riot that
should be workea into any male
bonding session. The wild onsee. Saving Silverman, page 17
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live Wires

Wednesday, Feb. 14

Friday, Feb. 16

Face to Face

Tracy Lawrence
@ Cincinnati Music Hall

w/H20
@Bogart's ·

II)

Wednesday, Feb. 14

Saturday, Feb. 17

Blue Karma
@Mad Frog

Oval Opus
w/Granian
@Top Cat's
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'Saving Silverman':
continued from page 16
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J.D (Jack Black) and Wayne (Steve Zahn) demonstrate how
the quality of life has decreased since Judith came along.
screen chemistry between Wayne ·
and J.D. generate low-brow laughs
throughout the film. Whether it be
a kidnapping gone wrong or the
simple quirks that define their characters, the duo never fails to amuse.
On the other hand, Biggs as
Darrin seems miscast as part of the
three friends. Biggs' age difference
is considerably evident, as is his
difference in hyge°:e habits and
general lack of "off-the-wall" behavior. No sale. Also disturbing is
the flakiness and lack of conviction Amanda Dettmer's Sandy, who
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Seventeen
Bikini Pie Fight
, (XQFFRecords)

a fatal collision ofseveral
musical styles
Warning: A good album cover
does not designate a good album.
Case in point, Seventeen's Bikini
Pie Fight has a very cool album
cover, but the ·music contained
within in it is nothing spectacular,
to say the very least.
The cover art features three very
scantily clad (not to mention attractive) women engaged in a pie fight.
Too bad the only value to the album is its cover art. Any fan of
original and innovative music will
find nothing interesting with this
album. Unlike many of today's new
releases, Seventeen lacks uniqueness and therefore may just fall into
the same category that Soul Asylum and the Goo Goo Dolls found
themselves in, the "bar band."
This record has nothing original or promising in it. True, loud
guitars and pounding rythms are
good, but when no melody is found ·
in any of the songs, this record gets
boring real fast.
When every song sounds almost

is supposed to be the salvation
of Darrin.
Fortunately, comedies like
"Saving Silverman" don't depend ~n Oscar-caliber acting.
Besides that, the weak links are
greatly compensated for by the
convincing performances of the
other actors.
Possibly the season's worst
date movie, "Saving Silverman"
is a sure winner for the guys (and
any women with a good sense
of humor)~
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exactly the same and is pretty
·much the same length and contait1s the same ch9rds, one's interest tends to fade away.
The occasional guitar solo
was interesting in its short time,
but the shouting and screaming
vocals were not. Screaming and
shouting can also be entertaining, but when the vocalist has
no real range and substance to
his lyrics, listening to song after
song of the same thing can get
very dull.
Havirig no melody or harmony in any of the songs combined with an unexpressive vocal style blocks any emotion the
vocalist is trying to get across.
Changing genres every song
can also be creative, however it
is hard to pull off. Seventeen
tries mixing many styles together including pop/punk/
metal/disco but it all ends up
being a cluttered, incoherent
mess.
The only respectable track
on this album is "Number 9" a
punk ode to Speed Racer which
would make the Ramones proud
,with its chugging punk guitar
and shouting chorus. Too biid
one decent track does not make
a good album.
Get the album cover, but not
the album.

-Asa Kraning,
Contributing Writer
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ACROSS··
1. Clarity
6. Campus party purchase
9. Russian summer house
. 14. Place for sports
15. One of the Bobsey twins
16. Irish hair remover
17. After dinner \reals
18. Eggs
19. Pointed arch
20. Object to measure distance
22. Eats nicely
23. Member of a colony
24. What Jack Sprat was
26. Squalid
30. Like a Bridge hand
34. Sky hunter
35. Requires
36.Max.
~7. Bridal fabric
38. Antiquated
39. How flu sufferers feel!
40. Already had lunch
41 . Old world carnivore
42. Tenet of the faith
43. The enemy is coming!
. 45. A sea
46. Small amount
47. Priestly garment
48. Jars
51. Spanish noisemakers
57. Roe's hostesses
58. Irritate
59. West Pointer
so._.ifiac
61. Driver's license info.
62. Marked with continuous
extensions of length
63. Gasoline grade
64. Weather map Indicator
as.overjoy

l:Moist
2. PA canal
3. Manage
4.Awareof
5. Utility gauge
6. _'s Berry Farm (CA)

34
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40
43
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60
63

7. Roof overhang
8. Tree with the most knots
9. Thingies
10. Heart disease
11. Biblical brother
12. Bees' abode
13. War god
21. Not the beginning
25. Whirl
26. Type of panel
27. Preach
28. Prepared potatoes
29. Deer mate
30. Harass
31. What excess.calories cause
32. Beast of burden
33. Patriot Allen
35. Unprejudiced
38. Congregate
39. Fen
41. Pertaining to the tongue
42. Complete failure
44. Hang out on a clothesline
45. Hgt.
47. Crooked
48. Roman existence
49. A reporter's question
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52. Jason's ship
53. Slender rigid piece of metal
54. Hebrew name meaning rebirth
55. Mammalian milk mechanism
56. Eye disease
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Don't look in
the baseihent!
t·i:;~,~~~:.~.t~~~.~~

Perfect. Because you'll be that and more
at GE Capital Card Services.
In joining our Collections team, you'll
negotiate payment ·solutions for our
customers through tactful evaluation of
their financial situation. This entails
a full range of collections activities,
starting with the placement of
outgoing telephone calls to
customers via an automated
dialing system. All in all, we'll
rely on your sound analysis
of various factors to
resolve credit problems
- in a way that makes
everyone happy.

'.,.,_iahf,1311 ..

tJonrhly performance-based bonus
:'program ... ··
• Morning; evening and :weekend shifts
earning potential for English/Spanish
>fluency
·
,; Casual dress environment

;. extra

··if you have some Collections or Customer Service
experience, the ability to work a flexible schedule, a
.. · :.St:rong work ethic •. excellent communication skills, and a HS
· diploma. or GED, we'd.like to hear from you. Positions are
available in our Mason, OH facility.

URlllSS YOU want ID

improve yourwriting

The Writing C.enter
It's ·all up from here.

/ Hours Available:
. Fi.ill-Time: Monday-Thursday, 3:00 p.m. • 12 a.m., and Sunday,
: 12:00 p.m; ~ 9:00 p.m.
·• <Part~time Mornings: Monday-Thursday and Saturday, 8:00 a.m. •
> 12:()0 p.m.
, ~a'rl:-time Evenings: Pick your own hours during the Part-time Evening.
•> Shi~.~ Monday·Thursday, 5:00 p.m. • 12:00 a.m., Saturday, 8:00 ll."1: ~ · ·
>. ~:~O.J>.T·•<lfld Su~day, 12:00 p.m.· 9:00 p.m.

Located in the basement of Alter (B-12). Call 7452875 to make an appt. or drop by. Our hours ar~:
Mon-Thurs
Friday
Slinday

{i.;;T~:;.pl>~• pl~~~ ~iJl866-GEHIRE~ . ·.·••· .· ·
;.< ~o. Submit at~leph_orie app,1,!=ati(lri; . .
~.
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9 .30a - 8.30p
9.30a- 3.30p
1.00p - 9 .OOp
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. #1 Summer Job
$6.25/hr base rate for most positions. PLUS the
best bonus plan in the industry - an extra $1/hrl .
Dozens of different types of jobs: bartender,
ride operator, lifeguard, sales, hotel staff.
Even internships for college, What's right for you?

#1 Amusement Park

You call this work? Unlimited access to the
over 150 rides and attractions of the best
park on the planet. Free tickets for friends,
and after-hours parties with the rest of
the 4,000 summer staff.

Wedd11 Cas'h Prizes:
$100.00 1st place
$ ;o.oo lttb place

#1 Coasters

f'ittal Casl1 Prizes:
$1;00.00 1st place
$ ;oo.oo lttb place

What other job offers the best coasters in the
world? 14 in all - including Millennium ForcelM
America's tallest and fastest!

~ec:iil"o! febrv~Wy 15th {or
10 Week!

Now taking applications online
at cedarpoint.com
• Visit the site for FAQs
and photos.

THUR

FRI

# 1 Place to Click!

SAT

Forest Fair Mall 2nd Level Parking Garage
513-671-2881ext. 3 For More Info

All Covers & Specials May Change With Manager Discretion

18 & Up All 3 Bars
Thursday & Sunday
18-20 Underground
ONLY Friday &
Saturday

.
x DOORS OPEN
. AT 9PM
__ .___________________

EOE. Bonuses are paid to employees after they fulfill their Employment Agreements.
Low cost housing and Internships avallable for qualified applicants.
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Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $6 minimum. To place your classified ad in The Ne.lvswire, call the
advertising deparbnentat (51.3) 745-3561 and ask for Sarah casmer or send an email to newswireads@yahoo.com.
All dassified materials and a ent are due the Frida before ublication.
·
Looking for mother's helper
in Kenwood area. Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays,
3:30-8:30 p.m. · $125 weekly.
References required. Call Lynrie
@985-0852.
Childcare: Seeking energetic non-smoker to care for
our three children: 8, 4 & 3 in
our Mt. Lookout home. · Occasional afternoons, Thursday
evenings and some Saturday
evenings. Must provide own
transportation. Call Beth at
321-6146.
Mother's helper, flexible
hours, non-smoker, .must
drive. Call 891-8151. If leaving message, please refer to ·
Xavier Newswire ad.
Fraternites - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-2,000 this sethe
easy
mes.ter with
Campusfund raiser.com ·three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Con~
tact Campusfundraiser. com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Pure Concept Eco Salon &
Spa is seeking energetic &
friendly people for front desk/receptionist & spa coordinator po. sitions. Benefits include: free
haircuts, discounted color,
medical/dental insurance and
product discounts. To apply or
for more information please call
Sarah at 794-0202 ext. 237.

For rent this spring. 1600
Brewster Ave. Spacious 4
bedroom house. Easy walk to
campus. Fully equipped. Call
321-0043.
2 bedroom apt.,.completely
rehabed, close to campus, hardwood floors, spiral staircase,
AC, laundry, heat & water paid.
$600/month. Adam 608-0887.

Looking for yard/garden
helpers in Kenwood area.
Starting in early spring 2 days
weekly; summer 3 days
weekly. $10/hour. Call Lynne
@ 985-0852.

4 bdrm apt. in 3 family. Totally renovated, ceramic tile;
wall to wall carpet, AC, 2 baths,
near campus. Available Aug. 1,
2001. $1200/mo,.heat and wa·
tar paid. Adam 608-0887.
House for rent. 6 bdrm, 2 full
baths. Eat-in kitchen. Living
room and dining room. Full unfinished basement . New paint,
fixtures and plumbing. Laundry
room in basement. All newly
renovated - too much to list.
Parking available across street
and street parking. Only $1,050
monthly, less than $200 per student. 3635 Montgomery Road.
Call Eric 754-1455 or 439-2890.

Camp Takajo for boys,
Naples, Maine. Tripp Lake Camp
forgirls, Portland, Maine. Noted
for picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional facilities. Mid·
June thru mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller
hockey, field hockey, swimming,
sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archeiy, weight training, newspaper, photography, video, woodworking, ceramics/pottery,
_crafts, fine arts, silver jewelry,
copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theater, costumer, piano accompanist, music instrumentalist, backpacking, rock climbing, canoeing/
kayaking, ropes course, secre~
ta rial, nanny. Call Takajo at 800250-8252 or Tripp Lake at 800997-4347. Submit application on
line at www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.

For rent: 1 bedroom apt
just off Cleneay Ave. Large
rooms, hardwood floors, eat-in
kitchen, lots of Closet space.
$425/month. 861-9999.
5 bedroom house for rent as
of 06-01-01. One year lease.
2134 Cleneay Ave. 2 full bath.
Free laundry. $275 per student/
based on 5 people. Sue 9437613.

·"--

·-

Part-time general office help.
Basic computer skills. 1-5 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, $8/hr. 15 min·
utes from XU. Fax resume 9480794.
Veterinary Receptionist - .
Part-time position available for
afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at Grady Veterinary
Hospital, 9211 Winton Road, Cincinnati, OH, 45231; 931-8675.

Efficiency for rent. Close
to XU. $250 month/deposit
required. 559-1131.

FORREN.'F

2 bedroom duplex for rent.
Close to XU, newly renovated.
$550 month/deposit required.
559-1131.
'.

Renting now and for 6/01:
· Large newly renovated 1, 2 &3
bdrm apts. on Dana Avenue.
Fully furnished, off-street parking, air-conditioning, security
doors, satellite dish, decks,
porches, washer/dryer. Call
703-3242.

974 Dana Ave; 1 extra large
bedroom apartment; furnished.
Heat and water paid. 772-0909.

.

·;

Huge 2, 3 & 6 bedroom
apartments.
$31 O/room.
Washer/Dryer, dishwasher,
central air, ceiling fans, offstreet parking, cable incl. 970
Dana Ave. Call 272-1251.
For rent 2, 3, & 4 br apartments - Very large, newly
renovated apartments within a
half mile of campus. Set in turn
of the century mansions, these
apartments feature: finished .
wood floors, exposed brick
walls, ..:eramic tile, ceiling fans,
laundry, air conditioning, offstreet parking, security lighting, fully equip kitchens with
garbage disposals, dishwashers and new appliances. If you
are looking to economize, the
bedrooms are large enough to
be shared. These homes are
a must see and won't last long.
For a showing call Ian at 253·
7368 or Tim at325-8610.
Houses for rent. 5 min. walk
to XU (Cleneay Ave.& Ivanhoe
Ave.). 2, 4, 6 & 7-8 bdrms. $235/
month. Call Cathy or Tom at
769-5240.
Great place to live and
study! Great investment! Easy
access to Rt. 50. 15-20 min·
utes !tom Xavier University! 3
. bedroom, 1 1/2 bath brick Cape
Cod. Newer windows, NC & furnace, carpet &vinyl. Hardwood
floors, large patio and fenced
back yard! 3758 Meadowlark Ln.
(Fairfax). Reasonably priced at
J.116,500. · With·. two people,
· ·monthly payment wc:iuld be less
than $450/each:. Call Bonnie
White'd @ 227-5901 for more
info or Coldwell Banker @2717200.. ·

Apartments for rent:
5 bedroom and 2 bedroom
on Dana Avenue (across from
Music Dept.).
3 bedroom and 2 bedroom
on Ivanhoe Avenue (in
Norwood). Available in Aug·ust.
Call for more information; 631 ·
2092.
Renting now and for 06/01/
01: Large newly renovated 1, 2
& 3 bedroom apartments on
Dana Avenue. Fully furnished,
off street parking, air conditioning, building security, common
decks, private porches, fireplaces, washers/dryers. Short
walk to campus. Phone 703·
3242.
Clifton - Nice renovated 4
bedroom, walk to Univ & hospital. Parking, equip kitchen, bal·
cony, W/D in basement. $985+
utilities. Great opportunity for
roommates. 759-5409.
Clifton - Nice newly renovated house, walk to Univ &
hosptial. Share 4 bedrooms,
parking, eqpt. kitchen, balcony,
W/D in basement. Rents from
$245-$475 +utilities. 759-5409.

,

SPRING
BREAK ·
Go Direct = $avings! #1
Internet-based Spring Break
company offering WHOLE·
SALE Spring Break packages
(no middlemen)! Zero traveler
complaints last year! Lowest
price guaranteed! 1-800-367-1252
or www.springbreakdirect.ccim.
#1 Spring Break. Vacations!
Best prices guarnateed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Space is limited so
book it now! Earn cash - Go
free! Group rates still available.
1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com.
#1 Spring Break 2001
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida & St.
Padre. Reliable flights to all destinations. FREE parties & meals
while supplies last. Don't wait,
call now! 1-800-SURFS-UP or
www.studentexpress.com. Earn
$$ now and work in Cancun
Summer 2001 ! Contact Dean
Longway® 1-800-258-9191
x105
or
dlongway
@studentexpress.com.

-

MISC.
30 Helens Agree ...
Everybody's Records is the
best .record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint
condition CDs. Wide selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & morel Posters, stick·
ers & buttons, too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery RoCl.d at Ridge
Avenue.

Wanted! Spring Breakers! Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and
ask how you can organize a
small group & Eat, Drink, Travel
Free & Earn Cash! Call (800)
777-4642
or
email
sales@suncoastvacations.co~.

.

{

Q: ·Where can you find authentic

Sorrento's··
Pizza
·.'

Large 7 bedroom, 4 full
bath, grand porch, free laundry. $1100/month, less than
$200 per person. Available for
fall semester, possibly one
month early. 281-3863.

.· xavier Apparel CHEAPER than
the bookstore?

.

since 1956

Ev·ery
Wednesday
night is
Xavier Night
Karaoke at 9:00 PM

$1

A:

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica

drafts

· Conveniently located at
5143 Montgomery Rd
$1 off a medium or large
in Norwood, just 1/2
pizza. with this coupon
block past White Castle
at Sorrento's Pizza
5143 Montgomery Rd.
531-5070
Eat-in only

1sahamas
Special Cancun
Beach Front
Starting @559

rlorida

Jamaica
Starting@ 479 ~~
· Bahamas 1·80~·048-4849
starting@ 549 www.ststravel.com

,•
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of ''The. Young Maid and the.
Thief' which really relied a.lot on
special effects. This one will focus more on the singing and less
on geriatric sensationalism.

February 14

"Cupid, draw back your bow .,."
That's right. Today is everyone's.
favorite holiday centering around
everyone's least and most favorite word. No, not hot dogs. I'm
talking about love. And I don't
mean "love" in the adolescent,
back seat of your dad's car with ·
the cute girl from geometry class
kind of way. I mean love in its purest form: chocolate, stuffed animals, dinners for two and candy
conversation hearts.
Be mine.
Wanted: SWM seeks SWF interested in fun times, good conversation and lots of caffeinated
bever~~es with people who speak
several 1u.nguages; I am a little
overweight, always laughing unless I'm not and will just about take
anyone, which is l)Ot to say I am
desperate, just that I like people
an awful lot. Ok, I'm desperate. If
interested, go to the Romero Center for the International Coffee
Hour today at 3:30 p.m. I'll be the
one wearing the boxer shorts with
red hearts on them.

I ¥U.

I 1; bt ;::: •]!\'J
February 15
Love story# 1: I went to Niagara
Falls this past summer. I was with
my girlfriend. We had a hotel with
a great view of the Falls. There
was beautiful weather and rampant
tourism. What·more could two
people in love ask for? Well, there
was this old man who took our picture near the Falls who asked if we

By Adam Ziemkiewia To place· an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.
were recently married.· I, in all my
misguided foresight, respond:
"Not yet." Well, there is no need
to tell you what happened to
those marriage plans.
Too Cute.
0 Canada. It is Canadian Flag
Day, so let's burn some pancakes
and smother them in maple syrup
then procede to beat feet over to
the nearest wilderness reserve
for some moose rides, eh?
UR Hot.
Love Story #2: A couple of
years ago, I was in a movie theater with my girlfriend. We were
the only two people in the theater. This was the second time
we had seen the movie. So, naturally, my girlfriend wanted to
fool around. Me? I wanted to
watch the movie. Who won?
Well, let's just say I have plenty
of time alone to watch as many
movies as I want to now. The
movie: "Babe: Pig in the City."
Intercourse will never take the
place of that wonderful pig on a
mission.
Kiss Me.
One thing I can't stand are
beings from other planets. I
mean,,they're so pretentious.
They're either really frightening
or so damn full of themselves we
never get to see 'em. Well, I've
had enough. If you are not as

>Editorial: Editor-in-Chief,*
Managing Editor
>Business: Business Manager,
Advertising Manager,
Assistant Advertising Manager
Accounts Receivable,
Distribution

angry as I am, you should head to
Kelley Auditorium today at 8 p.m:
for a showing of "Alien," the ERS
movie o' the week. There's no guarantee you and your girlfriend will
be the only ones in the theater,
though .. Sorry.
Dreamy.
Tom and Jerry never talk.
Doesn't that just getto you? I mean,·
if! were chasing a mouse around all
day, I'd probably want to share my
thoughts on the state of ·socialism
in America. Well, "Tom and Jerry"
starring two Xavier students and
someone I'm sure you've seen at
Dana's, opens today at 8 p.m. and
runs the entire weekend at the
NoName Theater in Newport, Ky.
Tickets are $12. This time around,
Tom and Jerry are gangsters, and
talking.

FRIDAY
February 16
If there's one thing I can't pass
up, it's a free movie, especially with
a lot of friends. Well, SAC is offering a trip to Cinema Grill just for you.
Buses will leave at 5:15 p.m. from
the bottom of the residential mall.
You can reserve yourself a spot in
Nieporte Lounge ievery afternoon
from 11:30- 3 p.m.·ifheydon,'tknow
the movie yet, but i~probably won't
be "Glad He Ate Her."
Gorton 's .fish sticks.
Love Story #3: My first girlfriend

>News: Campus News Editor,
Assistant Campus News Editor,
News Feature Editor,
World News Editor
>Opinions and Editorials:
Op-fd Editor, Assistant Op-Ed Editor
>Sports: Sports Editor,
Assistant Sports Editor

·invites me over to her house because her parents are gone for the
weekend. It gets late. We head up
to her room to go to sleep. I get
into bed wearing my blue jeans.
She looks at me and says rather
insinuatingly: "Don't yo~ want to
take off your pants?" In all my erectile embarassment, I reply: "No. I'm
fine." I don't know for sure what
she wanted. But, you can rest assured it was not a treatise on the
benefits of a ~ripartite government.
If you think that was personal ridicule, you need to go to Kelley Auditorium to see the French Film,
"Ridicule" at7:30p.m. Idon'tknow
if it is comparable. My parents will
be there this time.
Miss You.
Love Story #4: This girl calls
me out of the blue and tells me she
is pregnant with my child; Well,
she is not of age, and a little unstable. I tell her there is no way I
had fathered that child. Then this
· angel comes to me in my dreams
and agrees with me, at least that's
how I interpreted it. I guess I have
a Joseph complex.· The women's
basketball team is going to give St.
Joseph's a complex today at 7 p.m.
because they are visiting the
Cintas Center complex.
Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
Opera Workshop performs
"The Old Maid and the Thief' to. day at7:30p.m. inEdgecliffRecital
Hall. This is an updated version

J~ Lid;! 1]!\li
February 17
Today on NCAA Survivor: 12
men will get thrown off the island
a:s the men's basketball team faces
Rhode Island at 7: 30 p. m.
True Love.

.·SUNDAY.
February 18
This is your last chance. Do
not pass Go, do not collect stamps.
Go directly to the Cintas Center to
see the last w:omen's regular season home game against Monopoly. Well, it would be neat if
they played Monopoly ... You get
to see a great game against Dayton at 2 p.m: I get to be the thimble.
Call Me.

February 19
It's _President's Day and the
start of Friendship Week. Now, ifl
could only find where I put my wad
of friends so .I can go out to the
bar with my presidents.

RJESDAY
February 20
It is Eating Disorders Aware. ness Week. That includes bulimia,
anorexia and Skyline. So, do yourself a favor. Kick back with some
friends and a good meal and enjpy
what makes life so great. Nq;ri'ot
hot dogs. Love.
·
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